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ABSTRACT 
Extensive experimental evidence suggests t hat reading 
disability is related to linguistic deficits. One linguistic skill, 
ling istic awareness (awareness of the units that comprise one's 
language), has been shown to be related to beginning reading skills 
in young children, but little research has been conducted with older 
children or adults. 
In Experiment 1 of the present study, third-grade good and poor 
reade~s were compared on three measures o f linguistic awareness a nd 
a non-speech control task. Significant differences were found on 
all t hcee l inguistic awareness me a sures, but not on the non-speech 
control task. When the sample was divided by verbal and non-verbal 
I ~, high verbal IQ subjects performed significantly bett e r on only 
one of the linguistic awareness measures, indicating that ver ba l IQ 
is only partially related to differences between the g roups. 
Non-verbal IQ could not account for any of the differences betwe en 
groups. 
In Experiment 2, Adult Basic Education good and pear r ~a d ers 
were compared on the same tasks. Like the children in Exf e ri~ e nt 1 , 
a d ult poor readers• performance on linguistic awaren e ss tas ks was 
inferior to tha t of the good readers, but the two g roups wer e no t 
significantly differ e nt on the non-speech control task. Non-verbal 
IQ could not account for this difference; however, there was a 
difference between the two groups in verbal IQ which may account for 
some of the effect. 
Deficits in linguistic awareness appear to pl a y a part in the 
reading problems of both children and adults. The nature of the 
relationship between linguistic awareness and reading skill {e.g. 
it could be considered a pre-reguisite for success in reading, or, 
alternatively, a conseguence of reading instruction) are discussed. 
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Reading disorder is a serious and pervasive problem in 
our society {Weaver f, Resnick, 1979). In recent years, 
universal literacy has be c ome a goal, and the failure of many 
i n dividuals to achieve literacy has prompted much research into 
the correlates and causes of reading disability. It has been 
claimed t hat "no disorder of childhood has generated more 
interest or prompted more controve .rsy (Vellutino, 1979, F· l) • II 
It is important to define here what is meant by 
disorder." (I use the terms ~sding disorder and 




affected as poor readers.) While researchers and practitioners 
have been plagued by difficulties in defining reading disorder, 
the following definition is similar to many others currently in 
use. "Specific reading disability" is 11 the fail ure to learn to 
read with normal proficiency despite co n ventio na l instruction, a 
culturally adequate home, proper moti vation, intact senses, and 
freedom from gross neurological defect (Eisenberg, ., 978, p. 
34)." This type of definition has been widely criticized as 
"defin i tion by exclusion" (Eisenberg, 1978; Rutter, ~978; 
Vellutino, 1979) , and therefore lacking specific behavior al 
criteria (i.e. reading skills). Additionally, it has been 
applied with varying degrees of stringency in different studies, 
posing problems in interpretation of the research (Vellutino, 
2 
1 979) • 
Despite both theoretical and practical difficulties with 
this definition, it is generally accepted as the best one 
currently available (Vellutino, 1979) • 
The difficulty establishing a definition reflects, in part, 
the conflicting views as to the bases of reading disorders. I 
will review the history of theories of reading disorders, 
evaluate current theories, and discuss in detail the research 
contributing to the theory that reading disability is related to 
linguistic deficits. 
Early Theories 
As early as the turn of the century, physicians descrited a 
syndrome labeled "congenital word blindness" in which children 
were unable to learn to read although they were apparently 
normal in other re spec ts (Hi nshel wood, 1900, ., 91 7; Morgan, 
1896) • These physicians postulated deficits in localized areas 
of the brain thought to be responsible for storag~ of visual 
images. 
However, other than occasional case histories and isolated 
articles, little attention was given to the problem until 1 925, 
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whe n Samuel Orton's initial paper was published. Orton's theory 
was comprehensive, detai l ed, and specific; it continues to 
influence reading specialists even today. Orton hypothesized 
that r eading disability is caused by a developmental delay in 
hemispheric domin ance for language (1925; 1937). Support for 
this position was based on observat i ons from case studies. 
Ort on postula te d that for visual tasks, visu a l images were 
produced by both hemispheres, each a mi c r or image of the other. 
As a child matured, one hemisphere b ecame dominant, and 
effec : i vely suppressed the information in the non-dominant 
hemisp here. He speculated that immature and reading-disabled 
child r en we re subject to inte r ference from the non-dominant 
hemisphere because dominance was not established, thus producin g 
the problems he observed in such nildr en, na ely, reversals and 
poorly established lateral preference. However, more recent 
research has found that rev e rsals do not account for most of the 
errors made by poor readers, that reversals of orientation (e.g. 
b/d} are not correlated wit h reversals of seg ue nce (e.g. 
was/saw}, and that reversal errors occurred much less often in 
tachistoscopic presentation than in connected text (which would 
argue against a visual int erpretation of such errors) (F ischer, 
Liberman, & Shankweiler, 1978; Li berman, Shankweiler, Orlando, 
Harris, & Berti, ,97~}. '.Ihese findings ca 1 i n t o question the 
basic tenets of Orton's theory. Noneth e less, Orton i s credited 
4 
M. h focusi n g on reading disa~ i lity as a s p ~ific dis r der ~i ili 
a possib l e organic basis. 
5 
Becent Theor i es: I. Single-Factor T heories 
More recent theories of the ca u o f re ad ing disorder can 
be roughly divided in t o two categories: t ose that fcstul a te 
one major cause, and those that posit severa l d i stinct subtypes, 
each with different causes. 
The predominant sing le-factor theory is that some 
disturban c e of visual processing causes difficulty in learning 
to read. It is certainly the oldest theory, initiall y put forth 
by Morgan (1896) and Hi n shelwood ( 1900, 1917) and ela borated by 
or .ton (1925, 1937). Most of the vis ual - f e rceptual deficit 
theor i es h ypo thesiz e that t he child wi th ad ~gu . t e vi s ual ac ui t y 
never t he l e s has 
visua l s t i mul i, in 
d i sord e r 
spa ti a l 




co o rd i n at i on, in f i gure-ground p erception, and/or with visual 
memory. The literature investigating these hypotheses is highly 
contradictory, but recent reviewers have drawn essentially 
n e gative conclusions regarding the validity of the visual 
deficit hypothesis {Benton, 1975; Stanovich, 1982a; Vellutino, 
1 979). The reviewers note several persistent problems which 
appear in those studies which had suggested a relationship 
bet we en visual proc essin g and readi n g. First, many of these 
studies used samples of poor read€rs obtained in clinics, rather 
6 
than in the public scho o l population. 
likely to have multiple handicaps, 
likelihood of finding deficits which 
Such children are more 
thus i n creasing - the 
may n ot be related to 
reading disorders (Vellutino, i979). Others have used measures 
which cannot be shown to be exclusively visual in nature; 
sometimes even letters or words (stimuli which are clearly 
linguistic in nature) have been 
orientation, visual discrimination, 
perceptual skills (e .g. 
review of the literature 
Doehring, 
on the 
used to measure spatial 
or higher-level visual 
1 968). In his exhaustive 
relationship of visual 
perception, form perception, visual analysis, and visual memory 
to reading skill, Vellutino (1979) concludes that the 
well-controlled studies (e . g. Calfee, 1977; Calfee, Chapman, & 
Venezky, 1 972; Vellutino, Smith, Ste g er & Kaman, 1975; 
Veilutino, Steger, Kaman, & Desotto, 1 975; Vellutino, Steger & 
Kandel, 1972) provide strong evidence ~gains!, a causal 
relationship. 
Another single-factor theory holds that reading disorder is 
caused by a deficit in short-term memory for ~g_s_~!!_£g. 1his is 
based on extensive anecdotal and descriptive evidence, as well 
as on experimental evide nce that poor readers do not perform as 
well as good readers on tasks requiring recall of the crder of 
verbal stimuli (Bakker, ~967, 1 972; Groenedaal & Bakker, 1 971; 
7 
Zurif & Carson, 1970). 
up when the stimuli 
Groenedaal & Bakker, 
Interestingly, this finding did not hold 
were non-meaningful 
prompting these 
(Bakker, 196 7; 
researchers to 
postulate a verbal mediation deficit. The interpretation of 
poor readers• deficient performance on tasks involving recall of 
sequence of verbal stimuli as evidence of a primary deficit in 
"sequencing" or "temporal order perception" has been questioned 
by others [Vellutino, i979) • In particular, it has been shown 
that this finding can be accounted for by another explanation: 
that poor readers• difficulty with item order recall may te 
related to ineffective use of phonological coding strategies in 
short-term memory. Poor readers, in comparison to good readers, 
show a deficit in recall of linguistic ("nameable") stimuli but 
no deficit for recall of items which cannot be represented 
linguistically (Liberman, Kann, Shankweiler, & ~erfelman, 1982). 
This suggests that the problem is not necessarily one involving 
sequencing; rather, it is part of a broader difficulty with 
certain linguistic skills (d€scribed in more detail later in 
this paper) (Katz, Shankveiler, & Liberman, i98 1 ). 
A third single-factor 
postulates an immaturity in 






have difficulty in 
integrating information from the sensory systems, such as visual 
8 
and auditory information . Because reading involves the 
conversion of print (visual .i.nforma tion) into a phonological 
representation, it is thou ht t hat a d e i c it in integration of 
s e nsory information cou l d be at the base of reading problems. 
W ile extensive research has been c onducted to ga ther support 
for t his theory, serious gues t ions have been raised by a few 
seminal s t ud i e s. Intlisensory de ficits in poor readers have 
been f o und by s ev 2 r a researchers, c alling in t o ClUest i o n the 
idea that inte gratio n is the fore most prob l em (Blank & Brid ger 
1 966; Blank , Weider, & Brid ger , 1 9 68 ; Friedes, 1974.) Other 
res e ar c hers have shown that v~ry young infants are capable of 
intersensory tr an sfer (see Wal k, 1 81, for a review). This 
raises serious doubts about th e v a _ _ dity of Birch's concept of a 
gradual maturation of thi s s k i ll {Birch & Lefford, 1963). 
In sum, the single - f a ..:to r theories r e viewed have been 
backed wit h incon c lusive or · n5 uf ~icient empirical evidence, a nd 
most have been generally L : · ~c t ed. It was the h ope f many 
(e.g. Applebee, 1971; Bod er , 1 97 3 ; Mattis, Fr e nch, & Rapin, 
1975; Satz & Morris, i9si) that multifactc r th rie s would 
prove more fruitful. 
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Recent 'Iheor ·e s: II . Multif a ctor Theories 
Th e use of multi variate methods or the develoFment of 
multifactor t he ories has been cons i dered by many to te an 
antid o e to e conflicting re s 1l ts and inconclusive findings in 
the r ead i ng disability l iteratu re . Appl ee (1971) suggested 
that the search for a single c au sal defec t relies on a model too 
simplistic to fit the prob -lem. He has been cited by numerous 
researchers who are attempting to build more comprehensive 
theories. 
Two methods h ave been us ed in atte mpt s to deline a te 
subtypes o .t read i ng disability (Satz & Morr is , 1981). 'Ihe first 
consists o f ad ·.n is terin g a wide vari e ty of measu r es t o normal 
and r ea d in g di t bl e d y ungs t ers and de r iving syn dro e s (eit h er 
b y visua l y i r ~c ~n t t e dat a r by us i ng statistical means). 
The ot her inv l ve s d · ve lo p men t (usually through d escriptive 
r es e arch) of sub t y pes ba ed on achievement variable s . To test . 
the validity 1 f t .e class i fi ca t i on sc heme, children · o f each 
subtype are th t n ·c ompared n me asures of various reading-related 
pro ces s es. 
The first approach is illustra t ed by the work of Mattis and 
his colleagu e s . A l arge sample of c l inic-referred reading 
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disabled children was administered a battery of language, 
speech, motor, and perceptual tasks. The fallowin g subtypes 
were identified (by visual inspection of the results): (a) a 
language disor d r subtype; (b) an articulatory and graphomotor 
dyscoordination subtype; and (c) a visual-spatial ferceptual 
disorder subtype (Mattis, Fr ench, & Rapin, 1975). 
Cross-validation of these sub t ypes on a la r ger sample has been 
carried out (Mattis, 1978). Similar studies have been performed 
using statistical methods to deri ve subtypes (Lyon & Watson, 
,982; Petrauskas & Rourke, 197 9 ; Rourke & Finlayson, i 978). 
While there are similarities across studies as to the 
subtypes obtained, this literature is difficult to interpret f or 
several reasons. These t heories do not include an overall 
des cr iption of the proc ess of reading and how the various 
syndromes i t e rfe r e w ~h that process. We cannot be assured 
that simil a r subtypes are actually reflecting valid, stable 
syndromes across studies when they are obtained using different 
meas ures (Satz & Mor r is, 1981)- 'Ihere are interna l 
inconsistencies within classification schemes, for example, both 
s btypes (a) and (b) above include a linguistic component. 
Criticisms which apply to studies utilizing clinic-referred 
children apply to most of this research (Lyon & Watson, 19 82, is 
an exception). Children who are referreci tc clinics and 
11 
hospitals for evaluation are more l i ke l y to ha ve multiple 
handica p s than are poor 
population (Vellu tino, 
clinic-referre d children 
readers from a regular public school 
1979). Therefore, g roups of 
could display def i cits i n s ome area 
(e.g. motor incoordination) without this being a c a us al factor 
in their reading pro bl ems. 
The second method o f develofing a multifactor theory of 
reading disability is to delineate subtypes based en patterns of 
performance on achievement variables (Boder, 1 973; Doehring & 
Hoshko, 1977). A good example of this met hod is the work of 
Boder (Eoder, 1971, 1973; Boder & Jarrico, 198 2). Ea s ed on 
patterns of reading and spelling errors in clinic-referred poor 
rea d e rs, Bader derived three subtypes: dysphonetic, dyse i det i c, 
an d dys phonetic-dyseidetic, or mixed. Dysp honetic read e rs 
ap p ear to be impaired in phonetic analysis skills and to rely 
h eavily on a whole-word approach to word recognition. 
Dyseidetic readers apparently have intact word analysis skills 
and laboriously II sound out" each word they encounter. They seem 
to be impaired in the ability to recognize and remember words as 
gestalts. Dysphonetic-dyseidetic readers share the weaknesses 
of both of the other subtypes and the strengths of neither. 
Se v eral stud i es have addressed the validity of these 
12 
subtypes, with weakly positive results (Aaron, 1979; Camp & 
Dolcourt, 1 977; Fried, Tanguay, Bader, Doubleday ; & Greensite, 
1981; Obrzut, 1 979; Pratt & Rapport, '!983). However, one 
study investigated the performance of the different subtypes on 
a speech perception task. One might predict tha t dysphonetic 
readers, with their difficulty in phonetic analysis skills, 
would perform more poorly than dyseidetic readers. In fact, 
there was no difference between the subtypes, although both 
performed much more poorly than normal readers (Godfrey, 
syrdal-Las.ky, Millay, & Knox, 1981). 
An alternate interpretation of the varying patterns cf 
strengths and vea knesses e xhibi •ted by poor readers of Bader' s 
subtypes is that they vary in _g~g_£ee of disability, not in llE.§• 
Much of tie research on the performance of dysphonetic and 
dyseidetic readers on various tasks could also be interpreted to 
support this alternative hypothesis. For example, Pratt & 
Rapport [i983) found that a weighted combination of the 
psychological, neuropsychological, and achievement variables 
used in their study could significantly discriminate among 
dysphonetic, dyseidetic, and normal readers, whereas none of the 
measures alone could. However, inspection of the means of the 
three groups revealed that on most of the language-related 
measures their performance could be ordered normal, dyseidetic, 
13 
dysphonetic; with normal readers ha v ing the best ferforma c e 
and dysphonetic (poor phonetic analysis skills) readers having 
the worst. It may be that the pattern of strengths and 
weaknesses ob s e ved in dyseidetic readers does not mean tha t 
t he y are st r ong in phonetic analysis and weak in visual memory. 
Rather, the y may be better in phonetic analysis than 
dysphonetics bu t not accomplished enough to use t h i s sk ill 
"automatically" as normal readers do. As we have s n , it is 
certa i nly like l y that vis u _ memory and other vis ua l perceptual 
skil l s do not play a significant cau s a l role i n re a din g 
disorder. 
Multif a ct ~r t heories have not fulfilled the promise of 
providing conclusive , valid evide nce of causes of reading 
disorder. There is, however, a pr o mis i ng body of n :;s earch 
prod uced by ps yc hologists and linguis t s who have ap proached the 
prob l em from a linguistic perspe c tive. Through careful 
examination of the £ro ~~ of read i n g, t hese researchers have 
identified linguistic skills whi ch ~ould appear to be crucial in 
reading acguisition. Some have argued that this is a 
single-factor ap p roach, and t bus, · too simplistic to explain 
adeguately re - ing disability (Fletcher & Satz, 1 979). We might 
consider lang a ge a -sing l e factor, but it is a rich, com plicated 
variable. Thi s approach pursues the question from a different 
14 
perspective: firs~ i de ntifying skills essential to the p r ocess 
of reading, then comparing the performance of good and poor 
r e aders on tasks designed to measure these skills. This method 
is givi n g rise t o a theory of the nature of reading discrders 
~iberman, 1983). This area of research is based on a 
particular model of reading, one which is not universally 
accepted. A basic assumption of the model is that the printe d 
word is converted into a pho n ~l 
reading {Goug.b & Cosky, i977 ; 
i cal form during the frocess of 
Ro zin & Gleitman, ., 977) • While 
i t has not been prove n conclusive l y, this assumption has 
r eceived ex t ensive support in the literature. 
Linguistic Def i ci t- in Relation t o Re ading Disorder 
A group of researchers began to address the problem cf 
reading disability by examining the process of reading from a 
linguistic perspective. Print is, obviously, a form of 
language. Reading, according to this viewpoint, will involve 
linguistic skills and processing. Indeed, !'!at tingly ( 1972) 
emp hasizes that reading is "p a rasitic on speech." In this vein 
one might expect that reading sk i ls will be related to other 
language abilities, and in fact, examination of linguistic 
processes has proven a fr u i t ful source of information about the 
diff i culties encountered by poor read e rs. The research linking 
readin g prob l ems to linguistic deficits vill be reviewed next. 
These deficits include problems wi th short-term memcry fer 
linguistic material, syntactic ability, 
learning of linguistic material, naming 
perception and listening comprehension. 
paired-associate 
ability, speech 
Poor readers have long been kno wn to hav e sh o rt-term memory 
pr o blems (see Stanovich, 1982 1:; for a review). Why might 
short-term memory , particularly short- t erm memor y for li nguistic 
material, be important in readin g ? I t is the nature of our 
language that we derive meaning from word s, not one at a ti me, 
but in relation to each other. Many wor ds in English have 
16 
ambiguous meanings , and the listener or reader often will net 
know which meaning is intended until the rest of the sentence is 
available to provide a context. In addition to ambiguous 
meanings, there are some words which have very little meaning 
alone {e.g. 11of 11). These words derive their meaning from the 
syntactic structure of sentences. When one processes a 
sentence, whether in reading or listening, one must store the 
words in short-term memory until enough of the sentence is 
available to extract meaning, using syntactic information. A 
deficiency in short- term memory could th us seriously hinder 
comprehension, both for spoken and written language. 
Many studies have, 
between reading ability 
in fact, demonstrated a correlation 
and short-term me mory (see Stanovich, 
1 982a, for a review). To examine short-term memory in relation 
to reading ability, researchers have used paradigms originally 
developed to investigate adult coding strategies in short-term 
memory. Early work by Baddeley (1966, 1968) suggested that 
adults utilize a phonetic coding strategy when reguired to 
retain items for a short time. This conclusion stemmed from the 
observation that recall of a list of phonoloiically confusable 
(i.e. rhyming) items is more difficult than recall of a list of 
phonologically dis tine t (i.e. non rhyming) stimuli. 
17 
Recent research has found that for children who are good 
readers the phonological similarity of items to be recalle d 
likewise affects performance (i.e. nonrhyming strings ar e 
easier to recall than rhyming strings) • However, for children 
who are poor readers this pattern is not found: varying the 
phonological confusability of list items did not affect recall 
level (Liberman, Shankweiler, Liberman, Fowler & Fischer, 1977). 
This difference in susceptibility to rh yming effects led to the 
insight that perhaps the problem underlying inferior recall ty 
poor readers arises from a difficulty utilizing a fhonetic 
strategy when required to retain items for a short time. (It 
should be noted that the rhyme ef fe ct is not always this 
consistent, and is subject to a ge effects (Olsen, Davidson, 
Kliegl, & Davies, 1984) and sensitive ~o subje t characteristics 
(Hall, Wilson, Humphreys, Tinzmann, & Bowyer, 1983) .) 
Further, this difference on memory tasks for good and poor 
readers is obtained whether visual presentation is used, as wa s 
previously found, or auditory presentation (Shankweiler, 
Liberman, ~ark, Fowler & Fischer, 1979). In oth e r vcrds, the 
difficulty poor readers encounter in short-term memory is not 
specific to visual reading tasks, but appears to be a more 
general problem with recall. Similar results have been produced 
by good and _poor readers in studies employing recognition memory 
lb 
paradigms [Byr ne & Shea, i979; Mar k , Sh ankwe i l e r, Lib erman, & 
Fowler, 1977) , suggesting that the prob l ems exper i enced by poor 
readers do not stem from different rehearsal str at egies. More 
recently, the t endency for good and poor read er s to i ffer in 
their use of phonetic coding strateg i es was examin ed 
developmentally, in children ages 7 - 16 years (Olsen et al, 
1984). The younger children replicated the findings of Mark et 
al [19T7), and the performance of the older readin g-disabled 
c hildren .resembled that of the younger normal children. It 
app e ars that poor readers• p honological skills improve as they 
get old e r: the y b e gin to show a rhyme effect as they mature, 
but their short-term memory sk ills continue to lag behind those 
of their age-mates. 
Some q uestion existed about the nature of the st i muli in 
~hese studi e s : h ow closely related to reading were tasks 
involving l is ts of letters or numbers? The findings of 
Shankveiler et al ( i979) were e.xtended to a task which has more 
face validity for reading: 






p h onologically 
confusable or non-confusable. This study again fcund poor 
readers to be less affected by the confusability of the stimuli 
(Mann, Liberman, & Shankweiler, 1980). Thus , the im portant 
conclusion to be drawn from these studies is not wh ether or not 
19 
the stimuli are meaningful. Rather, it is t he process of 
analyzing the phonetic structure (of sen t e nc es, words, or 
non-words) that presents difficu lt y. Taken to gether, these 
studies provide strong support for the hypothesis that poor 
readers are de f ·cient in short-term emory because of difficulty 
in the use of phonetic coding strategies. Indeed, i n one st dy 
(Br ady, Shankweiler, & Kann, 1983), errors were anal y zed to 
provide clues a to what type of coding strategy p oor readers 
use. Poor rea de rs made a greate r number of trans po ~ t i n errors 
(e.g . recalling "train, plate" as "plane # t r i t" the 
non- r hyming condit i on than did t he god readers. T - presence 
of t rans posi ti on errors i n dicates tha t p o or re ers are 
attem pting ~o enco c e ma t erial phonol og i a l l y, but ar 3 having 
greater di f ficulty " · t h t he preserv at ">n o f ord e i:. .nformation 
wi hin a wo rd (p . 35 " Thi s e ff c; t h been co n . . r med using 
n n se nse sti mul i s f ::: a _ words - a dy, l!a nn, & SCh mid t, 
l 98 5) • 
Ar e po or 
d i . 9la ye d wi th 
ut lined above 
: ead er:s 1 
all ypes 
suggests, 
iffi c u l ~ i es with short- t erm memor y 
of s · m uli ? If, as the research 
these d 0 ff i c ul t i e s are based on 
phon ological mechanisms, pe r h aps t he short- cerm memory deficit 
s hould be limited to stimu l i which lend th e msel ves to such 
coding: stimuli which can be represented linguistically. 
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Indeed, this has been shown tote the case. In a task involving 
memory for "reco d able" (nameable) stimuli (e.g. letters, 
pictures of common object s} and II unr e codable II stimuli ( abs tr act 
squiggles), the poor readers• short-term memory def i cit was only 
evident with the form e r (Katz, Shankweiler, & Lib e rman, 1979; 
Liberman, Mann, Shankweiler, & Werfelman, 1 582). 
In s ummary, the evidence that poor readers are deficient in 
short-term memory has recently been refined. Their deficits, 
though not restricted to reading tasks, now appear to b e limited 
to short-term memory for linguistic or recodable stimuli. 
Fqrther, th e source of the problem seems to be difficulty in the 
use of phonological coding strategies. Given this evidence, one 
might expect that poor readers would display difficulty with 
comprehension of spoken language, as stated earlier, bec a use of 
the heavy reliance that this type of comfrehension must place en 
short-term memory. Listening comprehension 
area in which poor readers lag behind 
Shank weiler, & Smith, in press; Satz, 
Fletcher, 1978). A number of studies 
is indeed another 
their pee.cs (Mann, 
Taylor, Friel, & 
have supported this 
contention (see Stanovich, 19 82b, for a review). There is some 
evidence that deficient (or immature s ntactic ability, o.c 
limitations of verbal short-term memory, may a lso c 1n t ri b ut e t o 
ROOr listening comprehension ~ann, et al, in ~.ce s ~e nyuk & 
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Flood, 1981; Vogel, 1974; Vellutino, 1 979; Weinstein 6 
Rabinovitch, 1971), although the relationship between these two 
skills in poor readers is not yet clear (Shankveiler, Smith, & 
Man n , 1 9 8 3 ) • 
Other lines of investigation have . uncovered various 
additional linguistic deficits in poor readers~ These include 
poor performance on learning tasks which have a verbal 
component, difficulty in rapid naming, and subtle speech 
perception deficits. The relationship of these deficits to one 
another, and to the difficulties with short-term memory 
discussed above, will be considered. 
Vellu tino and his associates have e xaaiined a hypothesized 
general associational learning deficit for foor readers. Using 
a variety of paired-associate learning tasks, they found that 
poor readers consistently performed poorly on learning tasks 
involving a verbal component (Vellutino, 1979). 
Paired-associate tasks which only involved non-linguistic 
s.timuli did not produce the same pattern. 
Deficiencies in naming ability 
several investigators. Influenced by 
literature, researchers have considered 
have been unc overed by 
the neuropsychological 
that there may te a 
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pattern of deficits in poor readers similar to that found in 
brain- damaged adults exhibiting aphasic symptoms. Denckla 6 
Rudel ( 1976) found significant deficits in poor readers in a 
task requiring rapid naming of line drawings of objects, 
letters, numerals, and colors. Another study found that poor 
readers have difficulty producing object names rapidly {Katz, 
1982) • (Care was taken that only names the children knew were 
used to assess speed.) In addition, poor readers also have 
difficulty learning new words and their meanings {Nelson 6 
Warrington, 1980) • Such deficits appear to be related to 
deficiency in establishing a phonological representation in 
long-term memory, deficiency in applying phonological processes 
to the representation, or difficulty in producing a phonetic 
representation of a word after it has been accessed in the 
lexicon, or some combination of these (cf. Katz, 1982). 
Another deficit in linguistic skills found in poor readers 
is a difficulty in speech perception. Speech perception skills 
of poor readers have been found to be worse than those of good 
readers under perceptually stressing conditions {background 
noise) (Brady et al, 1 983). This finding is not · related to a 
general problem in auditory perception, since the performance of 
the good and poor readers was not significantly different on a 
similar task involving perception of non-speech sounds. Rather, 
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it appears to be a spec i fic di fficu l ty with the processing cf 
speech. This research may give us a clue regarding poor 
readers' problems with short-term memory for linguistic material 
(discussed earlier). It has been found that memor y is affected 
when the ite ms t o j e re c alled are difficult to perceive 
(Rabbitt, ~968). I t m<1y · e t ha t the difficult y in perception 
for poor reade r s is re l ated 
Perhaps the stablishment of 
t o t heir problems in memory. 
a phonetic representation of 
i n fo r mati on is performed less efficiently in poor readers, and 
p ssibly less accurately, leading to difficulties in perception 
and subsequently in memory. Further work is needed to explore 
this relationship. 
In summary, a wide variety of linguistic s ki l l s have been 
shown to be related to reading ability. The se include 
short-term memory for linguistic 
phonological coding strategies in 
stimuli ( the 
sh e ;:· - i: r m 
use cf 
memory) 
paired-associate learning tasks involving linguistic stimuli, 
naming ability, listening comprehension, and speech perceftion. 
It may be that th e underlying deficit in poor readers which ties 
these skills to g et · er is di f i culty in extracting and holding 
phonetic informa t ion, a problem in internal representation of 
the for m of language. 
Since it i s clear that ling uistic deficits a r e 
reading d i s ability, a close exam i na ti on of the 
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r e la te e to 
1 ·_ gu · tic 
demands of the reading pr ocess should enable 
understand this r elatior.ship. Rea ding i s 
us ~ _et t er 
a 
involviny many skills. An obvious comp o . ent 
comi: l ex 
is th e 
task 
vis ual 
demand; however, researc h has revealed t ha t this is not a major 
factor in accounting for reading difficult y. In additi on, 
reading cert ainly involves a knowledge o f the language to be 
read~ A critical factor (which is limited to the skills of 
reading and writing) seems to be the sk i lls involved in 
converting the visual image to a phonological representation. 
To accomplish this 
t e sound- symbol 
conversion, the beginning 




repr es ented by each letter, but also the way that words 
phonemes 
can l:e 
Fhonemes. broken down into s maller, 





subject of ~he present study, and will be explained further in 
the following section. 
Ling ui t ic Awareness 
Linguis t ic awareness refers to explicit awareness of the structure 
f o ne • s language. Of part i cular interest to reading researchers 
is awareness of the units that com p r ise one's l a nguage: words, 
syllables, phonemes. (In the present study, the term "linguistic 
awareness II refers primarily to awareness of phonemes.) 
orthographies are representations of spoken languages, employing 
the segmentab l e units of those languages. It follows that in order 
to be a user of the writing system, one needs to be conceptually 
aware of the units u ti l iz e d. 
The history of writing in dic ates that e r l ier ort ho graphies 
u tilized the less abstract uni t s, such as words or morphemes {Gelb, 
1963). This type of ort hogra ph y is called a logography; Chinese 
has such a writing system in use today. The advantages of having a 
wri ting system which uses word-like units are twofold: words are 
conceptually fairly obvious and are acoustically segmentable from 
the sound stre am (that is, one can say a word in isolatio n ) . Both 
of these chara c t eristics have implications f or reading instruction 
. y mak i ng it relatively easy to explain to beginning readers the 
relationship between a particular symbol and the word or morpheme 
that symbol represents. However, t he conceptual clarity of a 
l ogographic system carries with it a distinct disadvantage: the 
reader needs to learn a unique symbol for each word in the 
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language. While the vocabulary of Chinese individuals may be 
somewhat smaller, gi ven the lac k of inflections, than for spe akers 
of a language such as English, a conservative estimate would be a 
vocabulary size of 50,000 words. Therefore the task of learning a 
distinct written unit for each word or morpheme is prodigious. In 
fact, accomplished readers of logographic scripts can only 
recognize about 2000 logograms (Gough & Billinger, 1980). 
The syllabary, a somewhat more recent development, is a 
writing s yE e m representing syllabic units. While less obvious and 
more a bstr a ct than words, syllables are nevertheless segmentable 
acoustic a l .y . For certain l a nguage s which are characterized by a 
limited re · e rtoire of syllables (such as Japanese, which uses a 
syllabary) , t h ere is an ap preciab l e decline in the number of 
symbols to ,1e memorized compared to a 1 agog raphi c system. 
One can s e e that the st : ucture of a spoken l a nguage will have 
implications f or the kind of orthography us e d for written language. 
For example, the Japanese language has about 48 syllables. English 
has far more, and the memory demands of a syllabic system would be 
enormous, making a sylla~ary less well-suited for written English. 
The alphabet is a third kind of writing system. In alFhabets 
the writ t en symbols, letters, correspond roughly to phonemes. 
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Phonemes are more abstract than syllables, are generally n.21 
s eg m en table acoustically, and a re variable acoustically depending 
upon the context (A. Liberman, Cooper, shankweiler, & 
Studdert-Kennedy, 1967) • These are startling facts about phonemes; 
we tend to think of 
sounds pronounced in 
revealed that this 
speech as comprised of discrete, invariant 
sequence. In fact, speech research has 
is not the case at all. Phonemes are 
non-segmentable and non-invariant because they are co-articulated: 
while the mouth is producing one phoneme, the shape of the ■ cuth is 
influenced by preceding and following phonemes, thus subphonemic 
features overlap, and acoustic information about more than one 
phoneme is conveyed simultaneously. The phoneme /d/, for example, 
is actually acoustically different when followed by different 
vowels. This is illustrated by spectrograms (visual 
representations of speech sounds). When spectrograms of the 
syllables /di/ and /du/ are examined, not only are the waveforms 
corresponding to the two vowels different, but remarkably, the two 
/d/ sections also differ from each other (A. Liberman, et al, 
1967) • 
Using synthetic speech, it has been illustrated that syllables 
are generally not segmentable into smaller 
When syllables containing the /d/ sound, 





as /du/, are 
can still be 
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recognized but the /d/, separated from the context of the syllable, 
sounds like a non-speech chirp. The characteristics of 
non-segmentabilit y an d non-invariance can make the phoneme a very 
difficult concept t o master (Li berman, 1973; Liberman, 
Shankweiler, Fischer S Carter, 1974). However, despite the 
possible difficulty of grasping the alphabetic principle, the 
advantages of an alphabetic orthography are striking. First, 
alphabets are efficient: only a small number of symbols are needed 
to represent all the phonemes of a language. For example, the 
English alphabet has only 26 characters or letters, which are used 
{singly and in combinaticn) to represent the 35-40 phonemes used in 
our language. Second, 
of symbols, a person can 
given mast e ry of this re l atively small set 
read nearly any word in his or her 
lexicon, whether or not that word has previously been e ncountered 
in -p rint. 
I t is essent i al for a learner of an orthographic system to 
n d . r s and just what is being represented by the symbols being 
e a r ne , therefore, awareness of the units represented by that 
o r tho g ra ph y (be . they words, syllables, or phonemes) is necessary. 
Gle i t man and Rozin {1977) argue that it will be easier t o achieve 
l i n guistic awareness of orthographic units for the less abstract 
writing systems (those using wor ds or syllables) than for 
a lphabetic systems. 
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The re are additional reasons to su p pose that several as p ec t s 
of linguisti c awareness (e.g. word consciousness, syllable and 
phon e me awareness) might be related to reading. Proficient use of 
spoken la . guage is not dependent upon linguistic awareness 
(Mat ting l y, 197 2) . Al most e veryone learns to talk, and without 
formal instructio n (f or the most part). R ading skills, however, 
usually reguire instruction by trained teachers, and vary 
considerably in the _population. As fluent readers, it is sometimes 
hard for us to conceive of difficulty with awareness of phonemes. 
However, even larger units (words) are difficult for many 
pre-sc h oolers and some 5-Iear-olds to segme n t (Ehri, 1976; 
Huttenlocher, i964). A developmental trend has been found in young 
children's abilities to segment syllables an d phonemes. Overall, 
among 4-, 5- and 6-y e ar-olds, s yl l a bic segmentation is easier th~ 
phonemic segmentation, and bo t h get e asier a s children grow older 
~iberma n , et al 1 974). By a g e six, most ch i ldren can do sy l labic 
se gmentation, but a substantial n umbe r still have difficulty with 
phonemic segmentation (Bruce, 1964 ; Liberman, et al., 1974). 
St riking l y , difficulty at age six is pred i ctive of poor readi ng 
skills l o secon d gra de. First-g r aders were tested on t h e i r a bili t y 
to master a phonem e- segmentation task (one aspect of _ i n guistic 
awareness) • The fo l l owing year, their re a ding skill was measur ed. 
The poores t readers in s e co nd gr a d£ were those who ha d fa i l ed to 
master phonemic s eg mentation the yea r b ef or e (Liberman, 1 973). 
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Similarly, difficulty with syllable segmentation in kindergarten is 
pr edictive of reading problems in first grade (~ann & Liberman, 
1982). Another study, utilizing path analysis, found that of a 
series of metalinguistic tasks administered to kindergarteners, 
phonemic analysis was the most important determinant of future 
reading and spelling achievement (Lundberg, Glofsson, & Wall, 
1980). In fact, a number of studies, employing a variety of 
methods and types of subjects, have found a relationship be~veen 
phonemic segmentation skills and ease of reading acguisition {see 
Golinkoff, 1978, for a review). Research has shown a clear 
relationship between linguistic awareness and reading with 
beginning readers (Bruce, 1964; Pox 6 Routh, 1975; Goldstein, 
1976; Golinkoff, 1978; Helfgott, 1976) and suggests that this 
relationship might hold for older poor readers as well {Bradley & 
Bryant, 1979, 1983; Calfee, Lindamood, & lindamood, 1973; Rosner, 
1973, 1974) . In one study, poor readers' performance on a complex 
linguistic awareness task was worse than that of much younger 
children matched for reading level (Bradley & Bryant, 1979). 
Inner-city and disadvantaged children, who of ten display reading 
problems, are also reported to have deficient linguistic awareness 
skills (Rozin, Bressman, & Taft, '1974; Wallach, Wallach, Dczier, & 
Kaplan, 1 977). 
In addition, indirect evide n ce exists favoring the hypothesis 
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that linguistic awareness is related to reading acquisition. First 
grade children who are unable to use the simplest letter-sound 
correspondences to recognize words, have been shown to learn 
readily a series of logograms, a task which avoids the necessity of 
understanding the phonological structure of words (Bazin, Poritsky, 
6 So t sk y , 19 7 1) • 
An interesting question arises about the nature of the 
relationship between linguistic awareness skills and reading 
acquisition. Is possession of these skills a E.£_e-requisit~ to 
reading, a facilitator of reading acquisition, a correlate of 
reading skill, or a £~!!.2~uence of reading instruction (Ehri, 
1976)? Several studies have explored the cause-and-effect 
relationships in suestion. 
To reiterate, the majority of studies suggest that linguistic 
awareness is a pre-requisite or facilitator of reading instruction 
(Bradley 6 Eryant, 1979, 1983; Bruce, 1964; Calfee et al., 1973; 
Fox 6 Routh, 1975; Helfgott, i976; Liberman, et al., 1974; Mann 
6 Liber ·man, 1982; Rosner, 1973, 1974) • These studies make a 
compelling case for the role of linguistic awareness in reading 
acguisition. It has been underscored by studies pointing to 
improvement in reading skills following training in phonemic 
awareness. 
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Phonemic awareness skills can be taught (Marsh & Mineo, 1977; 
McNeil & Stone, 1965; Olofsson & Lundberg, 1 983), and may be 
superior to traditional Fhonic blending training as a method of 
teaching word analysis skills (Fox & Routh, 1976). Osing a program 
which combined explicit training in phoneme analysis and phoneme 
blending with training in letter-sound correspondences and 
decoding, Williams (1980) found significant improvement in 
learning-disabled children• s decoding skills, compared to the 
skills of the control group. 
I n a car e fully controlled study, not only were linguistic 
awareness skills found to be predictive of reading achievement, but 
training in these skills clearly facilitated reading instruction 
[Bradley & Bryant, i983). The "sound categorization" (linguistic 
awareness) skills of a sample of 368 pre-readers were measured, and 
were predictive of reading achievement over three years later, even 
with the effects of IQ and short-term memory removed. A subsamFle 
of this group was given training in phonemic analysis, and compared 
with tvo groups of matched controls who received training in 
concept categorization or no training. Children trained in 
phonemic analysis received significantly better reading scores than 
either of the control groups after two years. Other studies have 
added support to the contention that training in phonemic analysis 
facilitates reading acquisition (Elkonin, 1973; Treiman & Baron, 
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~ 983; Wallach & Wal ach, ~976) • 
A ve ry diff e rent a r g ument, that linguistic awareness ma y 
i nstead be the conseguence of reading instruction, is suggested by 
a study i ith a d u l t s (Morais, Cary, Alegria, & Bertelson, 1979). 
The authors investigated phonemic segmentation a bility in matched 
groups of literate and illiterate Portuguese ad ults. They found 
that the literate group (who had receiv d reading instruction in 
adulthood) was superior to the illiterate group (who had received 
virtually no reading instruction), suggesting that reading 
instruction, rather than cognitive develofment, is responsible for 
this skill. This conclusion is worth examining in more detail. 
Within the literate group, those who had obtained ce r tificates for 
passing their adult literacy courses performed significantly better 
than those who had taken such courses but did not pass. 'Ihe 
a uthors concluded that development of this aspect of linguis t ic 
awareness arises as a £es~lt of reading instruction, and that 
proficiency in linguistic awareness is the re fore not a prerequisite 
for reading. However, it is clear that those adults in the 
l i t erate yroup who benefitted the leas t _ rom instruction (those who 
h ~d not btai n ed course certificate~ were significantly weaker on 
t e e l inguistic awaren e ss tas ks. An alternative exflanation is that 
t ese people r e s emble poor . eaders in ot her studies their 
i :i a b ility to dev - lop lingui s r.ic awarenes s may h ave hindered them in 
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learning to read. This study was .-=allowe d by one which compared 
Belgian first-graders who were being t aught using a phonics method 
with others being taught by a s i ~h t-wor d metho d . The phonics 
groups performed signific a ntly bet t r on a phonemic s e gmentation 
task (Alegria , Pign ot, & Morais, 1982). Th e refore, not only 
instruction but t ype f instruction appears t o i nf lu e nce 
development of this skill. Interestingly, al though the authors 
conclude that awareness of phonemes results from phonics-based 
reading instruction, several of the children in the phonics group 
performed very poorly on the phonemic s egmentation task. Nine 
percent of this group gave no correct r e ~ponses at all, and 4~~ 
responded correctly to half of the items or few e . In th i s group, 
performance on the segmentation task was ; gnificantly correlated 
with reading ability. Again, it a ? ears th t the fOor readers in 
this group, like poor reade r s in other linguistic awareness 
s tudies, are having serious difficulty with phonemic seg mentation. 
For these children, even phon _ - s-based reading instruction has not 
resul t ed in well-developed linguistic awareness s k ills. 
The question of whether linguistic awareness faci l it a tes 
reading acquisition, or reading i n struction facilitates linguistic 
awareness, or if there is a i nteraction between the two 
(Goldstein, 19 7 6), is no t completely r esol v e d . It apFears that for 
most children, phonics-based r ea ding instruction facilitates 
acquisition of linguistic 
reading-disabled chi l dren, 
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awareness skills. For ma y 
however, awareness of phonemes is not 
acguired in the course of reading instruction. It may especially 
need to be explicitly taught to this group. 
Nearly a l l of th studies reviewed have examined the 
relat 1onship f ling · i s tic awareness skills to acgu~iti.QB of 
readi n g in beginners. Th is .research has clearly established . the 
importance of t hes e skil l s for early reading acguisition. However, 
only a small amount .... r e sea.rch has been conducted with older poor 
readers and illiterate adults, yielding somewhat contradictory 
conclusions. Older poor readers, for example, were examined t y 
. Bradley & Bryant (''979) using a complex task: in addition to 
linguistic awareness, this task tapped short-term memory and 
possibly other skills. 'Ihe poor reade.rs did not perform as well as 
younger good readers, suggesting that linguistic awareness~ be a 
factor in reading problems of older caildren. Only one study 
(Morais et al., 1 979) dealt with illiterate adults. 'Ihe authors 
concluded that linguistic awareness skills are actually a 
consequence of reading instruction, although careful examination of 
their results r ~veals that this study, too, can be interpreted to 
support a facilitative role for linguistic awareness. 
More information is needed about older children and adults. 
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There is some guestion as to whether a lack of linguistic awareness 
continues to be a factor retarding the progress of elder poor 
readers. There have been suggestions that the difficulties in 
linguistic awareness displayed by young poor readers may be the 
result of a developmental lag (Beech & Harding, 1984; Satz, 
Taylor, Friel, & Fletcher, i978). Thus, it is possible that 
linguistic awareness skills may improve with age {and with phonics 
oriented reading instruction) , and that other factors are 
msponsible for the difficulties experienced by older poor readers. 
However, the study by Bradley and Bryant (1978) suggests an ongoing 
role of linguistic awareness factors in the reading problems of 
old.er children. 
At present, little attention has been paid to the basis of 
reading difficulties in adults. Morais et al (1978), mentioned 
above, studied illiterate Portuguese 
education. While this population 
peasants with virtually no 
was id e al for identifying the 
role of read i ng instruction in developing linguistic awareness 
skills, it does not offer much insight into the guestion of 
linguistic deficits in American adults who have failed to learn to 
read despite some exposure to conventional instruction. However, 
one study did ex a mine the spelling errors in British adult literacy 
students, and found the pattern of errors was similar to that found 
in children: better readers made more phonetically accurate errors 
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(Perin, 1981). Other studies utilizing adult poor readers have 
addressed their linguistic deficits in a much more general manner 
(Mccue, Shelly, Goldstein, & Katz-Garris, 1984), or concentrated on 
other issues (Birely & Manley, i980; Pinucci, Whitehouse, Isaacs, 
& Childs, 1984; Frauenheim, 1918; Kahn, 1980). 
In order to highlight the developmental issue, the present 
study compared linguistic awareness skills of third-grade good and 
poor readers, and those of good- and poor-reading adults. The 
purpose of the present study was to examine the role of linguistic 
awareness skills in the reading problems of third graders and 
adults. such skills have been shown to facilitate reading 
acquisition in the first grade, but it is unclear whether deficits 
in linguistic awareness skills continue to hamper reading 
achievement beyond grade one. 
Predictions 
It was predicted that the performance of poor readers (both 
children and adults} would be inferior to that of their age peers 
who were good readers, on three measures of linguistic awareness, 
but not on a non-speech control task. Further, it was predicted 
that these results could not be accounted for by differences in 
intelligence. 
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Confirmation of the hypothe i z ed relation between linguistic 
awar e n ess an d r e ading in older chil d ren a nd a d ults would have both 
practical and t h oretical implications. Practically, it could 
influence teaching methods for older reading-disabled students. 
The o retic a lly, a strong relationship would call into guestion a 
11 de v elopmental lag" inter pretation o f the deficits in linguist i c 
awareness that have been ob s erved in young .children. 
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MET BOD 
Third grade good and poor rea ders, and good- and fOor-reading 
adult basi c -lducat i on students, were tested - "On a battery of 
measures desi gn ed to assess linguis t ic awareness. Awareness of 
phonemes wi thi n words must be assessed somewhat indirectly. N 
clear agreement exists ab out the optimal task for it s mea s uremen t 
(Backman, 1983; Ehri, 1919; Golinkoff, 1978). Howe ver, it has 
been found that a wide variety of tasks involving phoneme 
manipulation are strongly intercorrelated, although rhyme tasks are 
not related to other phonological awareness t a sks (Stanovich, 
Cunningham, & Cramer, 198LJ). I. .. t h e p resent study, a battery of 
tasks was empl oyed, each using a d ifferent approac h . A non-speec h 
con t r ol task was included, to det erm i n e whether a n y di f fic ultie s 
the subjects may have wi th one o ' the ' in g uistic a war e ness task s 
were due to demands of the task o _er than concept u al i zation of 
phonemic seg ments. 
Experiment , 
subjects 
Subjects were thirty third grade children from two suburtan 
Connecticut school systems, ranging in age from 96 - 124 months. 
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They were pre-selected by school reading specialists or on t he 
basis of group a ch ie vement t es ts to form groups of goo d and po o r 
readers. All potential subjects were screened usin g the Word 
Attack and Word Analysis sub te sts of the Woodcock Reading Mastery 
Tests, Form A (Woodcock, 1973), the Peabody Picture Vocabulary 
Test-Re vised ( fPVT-R; Dunn & Dunn, 19 81), and the Colored 
Progressive Matrices (CPM; Raven, Court, & Raven, i 977) • I n 
addition, the children were screene d for hearing loss. The r_ight 
and left ears were presented with tones at 500 Hz (25 dB), 1000 Hz 
(20 dB) , 2000 Hz (20 dB) , 40 00 Hz. (20 dB) and 8000 Hz (20 d B) , 
using a standard audiometer. Those who failed the heari ng 
screening were excluded from the study. Fifteen good and fifteen 
poor readers were selected on the basis of non-overlappi ng scores 
on the Woodcock subtests. 
Table 1 presents the characteristics of the two groups. 
Before the groups were compared for e~uivalence on demographic 
~ariables, homogeneity of variance was assessed using the Fmax 
test. The Fmax values f or these variables were: Age, 3. 75; 
PPVT-R, 1.10; Raven CPM, 1.06; Woodcock Word Identificatio n, 
3.27 ; and Woodcock Word Analysis, 6.99. Only Word Anal y si s was 
significant, violating the assumption of homogeneity of variance [p 
< .01), so this variable was analyzed using the approximate E 
statistic (Winer, 197-,). The gr o ups were not significantly 
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different on PPVT-R (standard scores): the mean of the good 
readers was 104.4; the poor readers, 99.3 tr (1,28) = 2.30~ p > 
• 05) • The two groups also did not differ on CPM percentile rank 
(good readers• ~ = 68.3, poor readers'.!!= 64.07; f(1,28) = 0.21, 
p > .05). The groups did not differ significantly on age (good 
readers~ = 110.8 mos.; poor readers~= 114.7 mos.; f.(1,28) = 
1.86; p> .05), gender (Chi-sguare(1) = .682; p > .05), or town 
(Chi-square( 1) = .536; p > .05). Woodcock Word Identification 
(r aw scores) between good readers l.!! = 116. 6) and poor readers (.!! = 
82.87; f C, ,28) = 80.42, p < .OS). 
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Table , 
~ubject Characteristics: Experiment 1~ 
Var iahle Good Poor F 
M (S.D.) M (S. D.) df (1,28) 
-----
Age (Mos.) 1 1 0.8 (5. 1 3) 1 ~ 4. 7 ( 9. 9 3) 1.86 
PPVT-R 104.4 [8 • 9 2) 99.3 ( 9. 3 6) 2. 30 
Raven . 
CPM 68.3 (24. 68) 64.07 (25. 40) 0.21 
Woodcock 
Word Id. 116.6 (7. 0 5) 82. 87. (12.75) 80.42* 
Woodcock 
Word An. 45.6 ( 3 • 4 0) 13. 2 (8.99) 170. 36 ** 
*P < .05. 
**Significant using the Sat t e.r:th wai te approximate test (Winer, 1971) 
( F ( 1 , 1 2) = 1 7 0 • 3 6 , p < • 0 5) • 
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Similarly, good rea d ers scored significan t ly better (~ = 
45.6) than poor re aders {~ = i3.2; approximate f(i,28) = 
·no.36, p < .OS) on Woodcock Word Analys i s. 
The fif t ee childre n who qualifie d a s gocd readers 
scored well above expected grade level, with a mean reading 
grade equivalent of 8.8 (8 years, 8 months). The fifteen 
children labeled poor readers averaged more than one iear 
below their expected level, with a mean reading grade 
equivalent of 2.6. {Because testing was carried out between 
the seventh and the ninth months of the school year, the 
expected gr ade equivalent ranges from 3.7 - 3.9.) 
All children in the study were being taught using basal 
readers which, although they c ombine phonics and sight-word 
approaches, place a strong emphasis on Fhonics instruction. 
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Each child was t ested individually in two sessions. 
The fir s t sess i on inc l uded the screening procedure (PPVT-R, 
CPB, Wood co c ]( s ubtests, and hearing screening). The second 
se s s i on · n c l ded the ex p erimental t a sks (Word Length 
J u • gemen t , Auditory Analys i s Test (Rosner & 
Linda11ood Audi .tory Conceptualization Test 
Simon, i91 i ), 
{Lindamood & 
Lindamood , 1971) , an d a non-speech contro l task) , which will 
be described below. 
All t e sting took place in a guiet room in the c hild's 
school. The tape-recorded stimuli for Word Length 
Ju d gement, Auditory Analysis Test, and the non-speech 
control task were played to su bjects over e arphones. 
Re s ponses to the Auditory Analysis Test we r e recorded on 
a ud iotape, as well as bein q tr a ns c ribed b y the experimen ter 
during testing. The tap e •·e r played back within 
twenty-four hours o f th e exp e_ i ment a l session in crder to 
orroborate the tra ns c r i pti o a n l t o a ll ow any necessary 
co r rections. 
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Two of the me , s ur es assess linguis t ic awareness through 
phonemi c manipu l a t · on. Such tasks ap pear to be better 
correlated wi t h reading a bility than segmentation measure s 
ut i liz i ng tappin g Backman, ,99~. The third t a sk measures 
un derstandi ng of th e bas i c relationship between s poken and 
written words t hrough wbrd length judgement. 
The following tasks were presented to all of the 
subjects. 
(1) Word Le ngth Judgement: Real Words (Length - Rea 1) 
Subjects were presented with a series of 20 short 
(one-syllable) and long (three- and four - syllable) words and 
asked after each, "Is it short like 'bike' or long like 
'bicycle'?" Only nouns were used, and short and long words 
were matched for freguency using a word frequency analysis 
of reading materials designed for grades three through nine 
(Carroll, Davies, & Richman, 197 1). (A list of the words 
used is in Appendix E.) 
(1A) Word Length Judgement: Nonsense Words (Length 
Nonsense). The nonsense word c ndi t ion was identical to the 
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real word task, except that nonsense words were used 
throughout. Nonsense words were constructed as pseudo-words 
(i.e., they are allowable given English rules of 
pronunciation) and were matched for length and phonemic 
structure with the list of real words. For example, the 
nonsense word "ronk" was constructed to match the word 
"lamp." (The liquid /1/ was matched wi th another (/r/) ; a 
short vowel was substituted for the /a/, etc.). 
Nonsense words were used in order to control for the 
possibility that subjects could be confused in the real word 
condition, about whether to judge the length of the word in 
terms of the number of syllables, as instructed, or 
according to the length of the object which the word 
represents (for example, judging "bus II to be long and 
"asparagus II short) • This condition also controlled fer the 
possibility that subjects may have been able to provide 
correct responses based on some knowledge of the SFelling of 
the words. It is conceivable that subjects might know how 
to spell some words while not understanding the underlying 
relationship between print and sound. 
This task was designed to measure linguistic awareness 
in a somewhat different way than the other tasks. Ability 
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to estimate roughly the length of single-syllable versus 
multisyllable words indicates some awareness of their 
internal structure. This measure requires an awareness of 
the whol e , or sum of the parts, that may tap different 
processes than the other (phoneme manipulation) tasks. Poor 
readers and nonreaders have shown a clear deficit in 
performance on 
(Katz, 1 982; 
Taft, 1974) • 
variations of this _task in previous studies 
Lundberg 6 Torneus, 1978; Bazin, Bressman, & 
Reliability (coefficient lpha) of the measure 
used in the present study (Real and Nonsense combined) for 
the subjects in Experiments 1 and 2 was . 76. Coefficient 
alpha for Experiment 1 (children) only was . 79. 
(2) Auditory Analysis Test 
197i). This test requires the 
spoken by the examiner, removing 
(AAT Rosner & Simon, 
sutject to repeat a word 
a specified syllable or 
phoneme, for example, "Say •smile' without the 1 /s/ 1 • 11 {See 
Appendix D for a copy of this test.) 
The AAT has 40 items which were given in order of 
difficulty. If five consecutive items were answered 
incorrectly, the test was di scan tin ued. The items include 
those in which the subject was reguired to omit: 
the final syllable of a two-syllable word; 
t he initial syllable of a two-syllab l e word; 
the final consonant of one-syllable word; 
the initial consona n t of a one-syllable word; 
th e first consonant of a consonant blend; 
a medial consonant; 
a medial syllable. 
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The purpose of this test was to measure the subjects• 
awareness of the smaller units that comprise words 
(phonemes), and their abi l ity to manipulate phonemes within 
words. 
The AAT was va l i date~ by correlating its results with 
language arts s c ores from the Stanford Achievement Test. 
With the effects of IQ r emoved, AAT correlated .50 or better 
in grades tw t h rougih five {Rosner & Si .man, 197"'). 
Reliab i lit y (c oe f ficient alpha) of the AAT for the subjects 
in Experiments 1 and 2 wa s .96. 
{3) Lindamood Audi t ory Con ceptualization Test {LAC 
Lindamood 6 Lind a mood, 1971) . Th e LAC Te s t measures the 
ability to percei v e and comp a re sound s , and to discern their 
number and order wi t hin onsense s yllables. The test 
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· ncludes two categories of questions. In the first 
(Category I), the subject is required to place olored 
blocks in response to indi v · ual speech sounds . For 
example, if the examiner says /z/ /z/, the subject uses two 
blocks of the same color, to represent the tvo sounds which 
were the same. If the examine r say s /z/ /m/, the subje c t 
uses two blocks of different colors. In Category II, the 
subject is required to listen to nonsense syllables, and to 
pl a ce different blocks to represent the individual phonem es 
-h ~ard within the syllables. For xample, for the syllable 
/Ip, the subject might choose a red block to represent the 
sound /I/, and a b lue block to represent /p/. The subject 
wou i d be reguired t place the blocks in order to represent 
the s yl l a b le / IP/ z a d to c h an ge them in r e sponse to changes 
i t ~ syllab e e .,. g . r ev erse t 1'e b · ; ks for /pl/. (See 
A p pe · ix B for a l i s t of the i tems in the LAC.) 
1he score obt ained is a combinat io n of weighted raw 
sc o res from the two categories. 
This t ~ st i s designed to measur e the abilit y to 
syllab l es. conceptuali ze phonemes and their order in 
Research on the r e liability of the LAC, utilizing alternate 
forms administered at least four weeks apart to a sample of 
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52 stud e nts, yi e l ded a r e l ' ab i l i ty of .96. Validity was 
assessed in s e veral way s. I n a sample of 660 students in 
grades K-12, the LAC was found t o correlate from .66 to .81 
with the combined Reading and Spelling subtest scores fr,om 
the Wide Range Achievement Te st (Calfee, Lindamood, & 
Lindamood, 1973). The LAC, administered at the beginning of 
first grade to over 60 subjects, correlated .88 - .95 with 
reading scores at the end of first grade (Varner, reported 
in Lindamood & Lindamood, 1971). 
(4} In addition, a non-speech control task fo r the LAC 
Test was used. Subjects were presented with sequences of 
tones, and were asked to manipulate colored blocks to 
indicate changes in the numter and seguence of tones. The 
seguences were designed to mirro r , as closely as possitle, 
the d.emands of the LAC. (See Appe ndix c for a d scription 
of this task.) Non-speech sounds 
assess whether any difficulties 
with the LAC were due to demands 
were us e d in crder t o 
t he subjects may have had 
of the task other than 
co~cept ualiza t ion of phonemic segments. For example, i f 
subje c ts ha d di f ficul t y c onceptualizi n g the requirement of 
a ni pulating blocks o represent sounds or changes i n 
sequences bf sounds, they would score poorly on the LAC f o r 
reasons other than di f ficulties with linguistic awareness. 
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Besul ts and Discussion 
The scores of the good and poor readers en the 
linguistic awareness tasks and the non-speech task were 
compared. First, a multivariate analysis of variance was 
performed, comparing good and poor readers on all of the 
linguistic awareness tasks and the control task, in order to 
deter mine if any significant differences existed. 
Homogeneity of dispersion matrices was tested and found to 
be non-significant {Box's M = 24.499; !( 1 5,3 1 56) = 1.314, p 
:I. . 
> .01). (T = 401.235, 1C,6,'U) = 1i.64, p < .OS). Prior to 
individual univariate analyses of each of the dependent 
measures, the Length subtest scores (Beal and Nonsense) were 
compared to determine if there were significant differences 
between the subtests for either ·good or Foor readers. 
Neither group showed significant differences between the two 
subtests (good readers, !:_(1,28) = 0.00, p > .OS; poor . 
readers, f'.(1,28) = .44, p > .05). Therefore, for each 
reading group, the subjects' scores on the two subtests were 
combined to form one variable (Length). 
In order to control for the possib i lity of inflated 
Type I error due to performin g multiple analyses on this set 
of data, all tests were performed with an adjusted alpha 
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level. A Bonferroni procedure (Bray 6 Maxwell, 1982) was 
used. The alpha level for the overall experiment was set at 
.OS; because four analyses were to be performed, this 
figure was divided by four, yielding an adjusted alpha level 
of • 0125. 
The two reader groups were then compared on the four 
dependent measures (Length, AAT, LAC, and Non-Speech) using 
one-way analyses of variance. The results are presented in 
.Table 2. The assumption 
tested using an F max test 
of 
for 
homogeneity of variance was 
each variable. The Pmax 
values for each dependent measure were: Length, . 56; AAT, 
were 1. 18; LAC, 3.44; Non-speech, 1.95. Al l 
non-significant. As predicted, the scores of good and poor 
readers were significantly different on all three measures 
of linguistic awareness, but not on the non-speech con t rol 
task. On Word Length Judgement, the mean of the g ood 
readers U1 = 39.33) was significantly higher than th a t o f 
the poor readers(~= 36.47; .!(' 1 ,28) . = 1 2.LP, p < .0 1 25). 
Similarly, good readers gave significantly more correct 
responses on the Auditory Analysis Test (M = 30.4) than poor 
readers (~ = 14. 4; 1(1, 28) = 60.32, p < .0"25). On the 
Lindamood Auditory Conceptualization Test, good readers 
scored significantly better (~ = 88~ 53) than poor readers (~ 
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= 62.00; rc1,20, = 32.13, p < .0,25). 
The scores of the two groups were not significantly 
different on the non-speech control task (good re a der s ~= 
17.4, poor readers ~ = 15.5; F (1,28) = 2.35, p > .0125). 
Omega-sguared was used to determine the proportion of 
variance accounted for by each of the three linguistic 
a wa-reness variables, and the results are as follows: Length 
= .28; AAT = .68; LAC= .53. Although the two groups 
differed significantly on Word Length Judgement, it 
accounted for a much smaller proportion of the variance th a n 
the other measures. Two possible explanations exist. 
First, ceiling effects were noted. Both groups gave correct 
responses to nearly ever y item. Second, this task differs 
somewhat fro m the AAT and LAC. It involves a rather global 
judgement concerning a whole word, as opposed to res Fo nses 
reguiring attention to specific phonemes. The two ot he r 
tasks yielded impressive results. The strong eff e ct siz e s 
obt _ained on AA T and LAC strongly support the hypothesized 
relationship between linguistic awareness and reading skil l . 
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Table 2 
~Q!~ari§ons of Good and Poor Readers 
Var i able Good Poor F omega-sguar ed 
!'I (S. D. ) M (S.D.) df ( i, 2 8) 
Length 39.33 ( 1 • 23) 36-.47 (2. 9 0) 12.41* • 28 
Audi tor y 
Analysis 30.40 (5.87 ) 14.40 (5. 4 1) 60. 32 * .68 
LAC 88.53 (8.31) 62.80 (15.50) 32.13* . 53 
Non-speech 1 7.40 (2. 75) ,4.87 (4. 55) 3 ·. 41 
*P < .0125. Significant at the experimentwise .OS level. 
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As predicted, there was not a signifi cant difference 
between good and poor eaders on the non-speech tas ~, wh ' c h 
vas designed to replicate the task demands of t he LAC 
without using . speech sounds. Thus, the large differences 
found between good and poor readers on the LAC are probably 
due to differences in linguistic awareness, rather than 
other demands of the task. Although .the magnitude of the 
difference was not large enough to ac hi ,eve signifi ance, it 
could be argued that it con s ~itutes a non-significant trend. 
Given that the LAC i s a complex task, i t is possible t ha t 
s ome demands of the LAC other th~!!, l i ngui s tic a wareness 
account for a portion of the significant difference between 
g ood and poor readers on the LAC. However, we can conclude 
t hat differences bet ween the two groups in linguist i c 
awar e ness can account for most of the var i ance for two 
reasons. First, the magnitude of the r eader-group 
difference on the LAC is much greater than the 
non-significant tre d on the non-speech task. Second, good 
and poor readers showed sigtiificant dif f ere nces on al l three 
measures of linguistic awareness. Thus, even if some 
demands of the LAC other than linguistic awareness are 
contrib uting t o the poor readers• low scores, it is likely 
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that a lack of linguistic awareness can account for most of 
the variance. 
Reading skill is correlat ed with intelligence, as 
numerous studies have found {see Stanovich, Feeman, 6 
Cunningham, 1984) • It is possible that the small, 
non-significant differences between the groups on verbal or 
non-verbal intelligence could account for some of the 
difference in performance on the linguis t ic awareness 
measures. In order to determine . i f the subjects• 
performance on lingu i stic awarene ss measures is due to 
differences in IQ, t he data were re-analyzed usi n g IQ a s the 
grouping variable. I f IQ wa s responsible for the 
reader - group differences, then a similar pattern o f 
s i gn ifi can ~ differe nc e s on th e linguistic awareness measures 
should b.av e occurr e d on such an a lyses. A multivariate 
analys is o f v ariance was performed using Ravens Children's 
P regressiv e Ma trices scor e s to divide the sample into high 
and low IQ groups. The s a mple mean of 66 (percentile) was 
the _ designated cutoff score, resulting in two groups of 14 
and 16 subjects, respectively. Homogeneity of dispersion 
matrices was non-significant (Box's M = 26. 137; f(15,3023) 
= i.399, p > .Oi). The results of the MANOVA indicate that 
no s i gnificant differences exist between the high and low 
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nonverbal IQ groups (T:l= 58.013, f(16,13) = 1.68, p > .05). 
Another BANOVA was performed, using the sample mean of 
101 on the PPVT-R to divide the sample into low and high 
verbal IQ groups. Two groups of 15 subjects each resulted. 
Homogeneity of dispersion matrices was non-significant 
(Box's M = 35.2 1 3, f.f[,5,3i56) = i.889, p > .0 1 ). was 
significant (T~ = ,o,.867, 1{"6, "3) = 2.96, p < .OS). 
Univariate analys e s of variance were performed on the 
dependent meas ur e s, yielding a sign i ficant difference only 
on length (!(1,28) = 8.71, p < .0125). It appears d:hat the 
differences between good and poor readers on this variable 
are related, at least in part, to differences in verbal IQ. 
No such relationship exists for the other two linguistic 
awareness variables, AAT and LAC. Therefore, we can 
conclude that the differences between the good and poor 
readers on two of the linguistic awareness measures, AAT and 
LAC, seem not to be attributed to differences in 
intelligence. Rather, these differences appear to be 
directly related to reading level. 
The resul t s of this study strongly support the 
hypothesis that linguistic awaren~ss is related to reading 
skills in third graders. This e~tends the findings of a 
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number of studies demonstrating thi s r elationship in younger 
chil dren with a variety of tasks [Bruce, 19 6 4; Fox & Routh, 
1975; Goldstein, 1976; H l f gott , 1976 ; Liberman, 1973; 
Liberman et al, 1974; Stanovich, Cunningham , & Crame r , 
i984). Previous find i ngs were suggestive of a re l ati on s ip 
in older children (Bradle1 & Bryant, 1979, 1983; Ca l f ee et 
al, 1973; Rosner, 1973, 1974) , and the present results 
confirm this relationship up through the third grade l e v 1. 
The large effect sizes obtained in the present study 
strengthen an already impressive body of evidence supporting 
an important relationship between l i nguistic awareness and 
reading skill. It is clear that this relations h iF holds 
throu gh out the primary grades [K - 3) • Still unanswered is 
the question abo ut the lin g uistic awareness skills of much 
older poor readers. Could linguistic awareness deficit s be 
impeding the progress of adults who are struggling to learn 
to read? Experiment 2 addressed this question. 
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Ex er i ment 2 
The p ur pose of Expe r i me n t 2 va F to eval uat e the 
hypothesis that li n guistic awareness skills are relate d to 
reading skill in adults as well as children. 
Method 
Subjects 
Subjects were twenty-six Adult Basic Education (ABE) 
and L ' t eracy Vol untee r s students from the New · Haven, 
~onnecticut area. Poor readers were selected from beginning 
and intermediate ABE classes and f rom the Literacy 
Volunteers. Control subjects (" good readers 11) were selected 
from advanced A.BE classes; · most were nearing the time when 
they would take the high s c ool eg uivalen c y examination. 
While not good readers by mos t a dult standards, this group 
wa s chosen to c on trol for r iables such as geographic 
1 cation, socioeconomic s r_:,, tus, age, race, and education. 
All adult subjects were screened using the same procedures 
as in Experim en t 1 , except t hat Ravens Progressive Matrice s 
(RPM; Raven, ~ 977) was used instead of t he children's 
version. Thirteen good and t h i r t e e n poo r readers were 
selected on the basis of non -a ve l ap ping scores on t e 
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W odcock sQbtests. 
ea ch group. 
Ta ble 3 presents the characteristics of 
Bef ore t esting fr eguivalenc e between t he grcups on 
t he demograp h ' c measures, the assumption of homogeneity of 
v ariance vas assessed using the Fmax test (Winer, 1971). 
The value of Fmax for each of the variables was: age, 1 . 33; 
PPVT- B, 1.~3; RPM, 1.42; Woodcock Wor d I de n t ification, 
'15. 77 (significant, p < • 0 '1) ; and Woodcock Word Analysis, 
2.51. Because the Word Ident i fication scor e s violated the 
assumption of homogeneity of va r iance, th ey we r e analyzed 
using the Satterthwaite approximate f ~tati s tic (Winer , 
1 971) . The good readers scored signif i cantly higher (~ = 
137.8~ th an t he poor readers ~ = 65.77; approximate 
f(1,24) = 57.94, p < .05) on Wo. dcock Word Identification. 
The two groups also differed significantly on Woodcock Word 
Analysis (go od rea ders• M = 42.69; poor readers•~= 3.7 7 ; . 
f ( 1, 24) = 22 5. 71, p < • 05) • There wer e no si nificant 
di fferences between good readers . (~= 51. 15 ) and 
r e aders(~= 46.62) on RPM (f(1,24)=.30,p<.05). 
poor 
The 
two groups also did not differ by age (good readers• ~ = 
32.38 (yrs.); poor readers• ~ = 34.92; F (1,24) = .24, p < 
.05) or gend e ' _l! i-sgu~~~(1) = 1.385, p > .05. The two 
groups were significantly different on verbal intelligence, 
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as measured by the PPVT-R (good readers•~ = 86.62; poor 
readers•~ = 66.23; !(1,24) = 23.68, p < .OS). This 
difference will be discussed below. The composition of each 
group by race was identical: 12 black, 1 white. There was 
no difference between the groups in years of education; 
good readers ranged from 7 to 11 years of education, poor 
readers from 3 to 12 (Mann-~hitney U = 68.5; corrected for 
ties,~= .86, p > .05). Seven good r e aders and five poor 
readers remembered having had at least some phonics 
instruction during their schooling. 
The thirteen subjects who qualified as good read er s 
scored at the ninth grade level on the Woodcock s ubtests; 
those who were · labeled poor readers had a mean grade 
eguivalent score of 2. 0 . 
Table 3 
~ubject Characteristics: Ex.1:~ri men t_l.:.. 
Variable Good Poor F 
l1 (S.D.) l1 (S. D. ) df (1,24) 
--------
Age (yrs.) 32.38 ,,2.35) 34. 9 2 ( ~ 4. 2 3) .24 
Raven 
(RPM) 5 i. "5 (23. 07) 46.62 (19.35) .30 
PPVT-R 86.62 ,,,.59) 66.23 ( 9. 6 9) 23.68* 
Woodcock 
Word Id. 137.85 (8. 3 7) 65. 77 (33. 22) 57.94** 
Woodcock 
Word An. 42.69 ( 7. 8 9) 3.77 6(4.99) 225.71* 
*P < .OS. 
**Significant using the Satterthwaite approximate test (Wirier, 1 97 1 ) 
(F(1,12) = 57.94, p < .05). 
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Procedure and Measures 
The procedure and measures were e ssen t ially t h e same as 
those of Experiment ,. ABE students were t es t ed during 
class hours in a guiet room near their class ooms. Literacy 
Volunteers students were tested during the time they would 
usually meet with their volunteer tutors, often at a local 
library or at the tutor's home. At the end of the second 
testing session, the adults were interviewed using the 
guestionnaire in Ap pendix A. Adult subjects were paid at 
the rate of $4.00 per hour for their time. 
Results and Discussion 
The scores of the good and poor readers on the 
linguistic awareness tasks and the non-speech task were 
compared. First, a multivariate analys i s of variance was 
performed, comparing good and poor readers on the dep ndent 
measures, in order to determine if any significant 
differences existed. H omoge nei ty of dispersion matrices was 
non-significant (Box's M = 15.125, f {6,4173) = 2.176, p > 
.01). The MANOVA was significant, T"'= 557.264, 1. (15, 10) = 
15.48, p < .OS). Prior to individual univariate analyses of 
each of the dependent measur e s , t he Length subtest scores 
[Real and Nonsense were compared to determine if there were 
significant differe :nces between the subtests for either good 
or poor readers. Neither group s howed significant 
differences between the subtests (good readers, r( 1 ,24) = 
1 • 9 3, p < • 0 5; . poor read er s , f. ( 1 , 2 4 J = 2. 9 , p < • 0 5) • 
Therefore, for each reading group, the subjects' scores on 
the two tasks were combined. As in Exper i ent 1, an 
adjusted alpha level of .0125 was use d , y ieldin _ an 
e x per imentw ise alpha level of • 0 5. 
The two re a der groups we re then compared on the four 
dependent measures (Length, AAT , LAC, and Non-Speech). 
First, the assumption of homogeneity of variance was tested 
using the Fmax te?t , and two variables (LAC and Non-Speech) 
met this as s umption. Good and poor readers were ccmi;ared on 
t hese measures using one-way analyses of variance. The data 
for the other variables were adjusted using a log 
transfor ma · i on, which changes the distribution so tha t t he 
assumption of homog en eity of variance may be met. Followi ng 
t h e log transformation, the data for one other variab l e 
AAm) met this assumption, and an ANOVA was performed on the 
t ransforme d d ata. A Mann-Whitney U test was performed on 
th r ot her variable, Length. 
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The re s ul t s o f t he a al ~s es are presented in Table 4. 
As predicted, good readers scored significantly better {~ = 
78.54) on LAC than p:a_or readers {A = 50. 38, £'.__{t,24) = 1 8 .86, 
p < .0125). Similarly, good readers• scor~s on the AAT {11 = 
24.76) were significantly bette r than those of poor reader s ,. 
{~ = 6. 69; r, (1,24) = 23.2, p < .0 1 25). Good reade r s' 
scores [~ = 39.46) on Length were compared with those of 
poor readers {~ = 37. 77) using the Ma nn-Whitney U test 
{one-sided) and f ound to be s i gnifican t ly different {O = 
~34, p < .0125 ) . 
Table 4 
Co~I:g_risons of Good and Poor Readers 
on Li!!5!.uistic_Awareness Measures 
Variable Good Poor 
M (S. D.) M (S.D.) 
Auditory 
Analysis 
(actual 24.76 (11.20) 6 .69 · (4.27) 
scores) 
(log 
transform.) 1. 34 (. 2 6) .69 (. 4 1 ) 
LAC 78.54 (17.49) 50.38 ( , 5. 5 1) 
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The scores of the two groups were not significantly 
different on the non-speech control task. 
Omega-squared was used to determine the proportion of 
variance accounted for by group membership, on the measu es 
AAT and LAC. Omega-sguared for AAT was .48; for LAC it was 
.43. I n light of such large effect sizes, we may conclude 
that linguistic awareness is related to reading skill in 
adults as well as children. 
As in Experiment,, a multivariate analysis of variance 
was performed using RPM scores to divide the entire sample 
into two groups. The sam~le mean of 49 (percentile) was the 
designated cutoff score, resulting in a high-IQ grcup of 15 
and a low-IQ group of i1. Homogeneity of dispersion 
matrices was non:-significant {Bo x's M = 16.46 1 , -1{ 1 5,1856) = 
0.835; p > .01). The results of the MANOVA indicate that no 
significant differences exist betw e en the high and low 
nonverbal IQ groups (T;).= 67.8466, £:{15,10) = 1.88, p > .05). 
Unlike the children in Experiment 1, the scores of 
good- and poor-reading adults were considerably different on 
verbal intelligence (as measured by the PPVT-R.) Rather 
than conclude that linguistic awareness differences between 
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the a ult good and poor r e a de r s a r e d ue to diffe r ences in 
verb al I Q, howev e r , we shoul d onsid e r pos s ible alternative 
explana t ions. I t be t hat illiteracy seriously retards 
d eve l opme nt of vocabulary , and the poor ~ readers• l ow PPVT-R 
c ces ar e , in part, a £g§ul! of their lack of reading 
s ki l l . I t is likely that PPVT-R ad ul t norms were developed 
on a lar ge ly l iterate popu l ation. It is also probable t h at 
I 
a good voc abul a ry res ult s, at ~ 21east . in - pa rt, . from he 
r e ading that a dults do, both in school - and in - t eir da i y 
l i ves. 
The relationship - of intelligence to reading skill has 
received much attention. The claim that reading skill is 
closely related to "g" has been disputed by a recent study, 
which found that decoding speed, phonologic a l awareness, and 
listening comprenension account ed for more of the variance 
in reading comprehension than did general intelligence 
(Sta novich, Cunnin gh am, 6 Fe eman, , 984) • R e i;idin g is relate d 
t o I Q, but differing c oncept i ons of the nature of 
intelli ge nce will prompt di ff e en t interpretations of this 
relationship (Crowder, 19 82 J . Is a global conception 
accurate, or is intelligence c ompr i sed of a wide variety of 
different skil l s? Where do the skills that are related to 
reading disability, such as linguistic awareness, f it? 
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Given the limitat i on o f our understanding of th se 
relat i nships, it is not possible to precisely describe the 
nature of the re l tion between linguisti a war eness and 
verbal IQ in the illiter a te adults in t he prese n t st~dy. 
Whi le it is clear that some of the va r iance in linguistic 
awareness skills c . n be accounted for by verbal IQ, it is 
likely that some cannot. The results of Expe~iment 1, as 
well as numerous other studies, provide evidence that 
l inguistic awaren e s is a separate skill, apart from verbal 
intelligence, that is strongly related to reading. 
The finding of d i fferences in linguistic awareness 
skills in literate and subliterate adults is similar to the 
results obtained by Morais et al (1979), although th e 
conclusions drawn in the present study are different. 'Ihe 
illiterate subjec t s in that study had had virtually no 
reading instructi n, in contrast to the subjects in the 
present study, whose educational level s ranged from thir d 
grade to post-higJ1. school. (Three of the adult poor readers 
were high school graduate s, and several had trade school or 
junior college e xperience. Al l , of course , were currently 
enrolled in adult education cl asses or tutoring specifically 
designed to te a ch basic rea d in skills; some cf these 
s ubjects had been enrolled in such classes for three years 
or more.) Morais and his colleagues concluded t hat 
lingu i stic awareness is probatly a cons eguence of readin g 
instruc t ion. c ~ r ly, while man y ch il dr en an d adu l ts 
acguire linguistic awareness skill s as a gsul t of reading 
instruction, this is not inva r iably th e case. Alegria et 
al, c oncluded that ph onics instructi on, as opposed to a 
sight-word approach, facili t at e d l i ngui stic awareness 
skills. While this is probatl y t rue, i n the present stud y, 
the results of t h e informal interv i ew indicate that five of 
the poor readers received some phonics in truction before 
they dropped out of school (as compared to seven of the 
control S's). The Adult Basic Education teachers c o mbine 
phonics and whole word approaches, as did the Literacy 
Volunteers whose students were in the study. Thus, a lt _hou gh 
these intervi ew results must be considered highly tentative, 
due to lim i t ations of the subjects• memor i es fer such 
distant events, we may conclude tha t most of our su b jects -
have received at least some phonics instruction. Even 
phonics-based instruction appears not to have been adeguate 
to develop linguistic awareness skills in these poor 
readers. 
I n summary, linguistic aware ness appears to be related 
to reading skill in a d ults as wel l as c hildren. 1he 
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relationship of linguistic awareness skills to verbal 
intelligence is not clear, ho we ve r, and verbal IQ may 
account for some of the observed differences between adult 
good and poor readers in linguistic awareness. 
13 
GENERAL DISCUSSION 
Earlier work has d e monstrated that linguistic awareness 
is related to r e ading skill in y oung children, and that Foor 
linguistic awareness skills in kindergarteners can ~redict 
first-grade reading difficulties. In addition, training in 
phonemic segmentation, blending, and categorization has been 
shown to improve reading skill for y oung children. 
Therefore, linguistic awareness skills play at lea st a 
facilitative role in reading acguisition in young ch· dren. 
Other studies were su g gestive of a similar relations in 
older children. The present experiments invest i gated the 
relationship of linguistic awareness and reading skill in 
children beyond the first grade level and in adults. Third 
graders, selected on the basis of reading skill, were tested 
on a variety of measures of linguistic awareness. Good 
readers per£ormed significantly better than poor readers on 
three measures of linguistic awareness, but n o difference 




on a con t rol 
accounted for 
task. T hese 
by non- verba 1 
intelligenc e , and verbal IQ could account for differences on 
only one of the tasks. Two measures accou n ted for a very 
large proportion of variance. 
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Adult good readers also performed significantly better 
than subliterate adults on the three measures of linguistic 
awareness, but not on the non-speech control task. 
Non-verbal IQ could not account for these differences. Some 
guestion remains about the relationship of verbal IQ to 
linguistic awareness in adults. 
The reEults of both experiments provide strong support 
for a relationship between reading skill and linguistic 
awareness that extends beyond the early primary grades. 
These results have both theoretical and pract ica 1 
implications, which will be discussed below. The persistent 
finding of a link between linguistic awareness and reading 
proficiency poiLts to an important role fer this skill in 
the process of learning to read. Therefor e , thes e findiLgs 
have implications £or instructional me thods as we ll as for 
an understanding of the process of readiug. 
Theoretical lmplication s 
Previous research has raised a number of q ues tion s 
anout the nature of tee relationship 
awareness and reading. Do linguistic 





Alternatively, does linguistic awareness ar ise as a 
conseguence of reading instruction? Is linguistic awar eness 
a pre~reguis i te for successful reading instruction, p erhaps 
with . a developmental basis? In other words, is it nece sar y 
to be aware of phonemes wit h i n words in order to learn the 
alphabetic principle and does this awareness emerge as a 
resu lt of development? I f so, then it is pos · ble that a 
develo pmental delay in t his kill is responsible for the 
difficulty some chil dr e n experience in learnin g to read. 
The research literature to date has not provided 
definiti ve a nswers to these guestions. 
for hypothes ::.s which contradict each 
support can te found 
other. A probable 
expla na tion for this is that none of the hypotheses can be 
comple t ely rejected. For example, linguistic awareness and 
early reading instruction have been shown to be mutually 
facilitative (Goldstein, 1976). This finding rules out the 
interpretation that linguistic awareness is exclusively a 
pre-reg uisite to reading as well as t he opposite, that it is 
simply a conse~uence of reading instruction. Th e c omplex 
relationships among the various hypotheses will be 
considered below. 
Many studies have shown a facilitative (if not 
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pre-reguisite) role for linguistic awareness in beginning 
readers (Elkonin, 1973; Goldstein, 1976; Liberman et al, 
1977; Lundberg, Olofsson & Wall, 1980; Wallach & ialla ch , 
1976); other research suggests that the relationshiF exists 
in older poor readers as well (Bradley & Bryant, 1979, 1983; 
Calfee et al, 1973; Rosner, 1973, 1974). While the present 
study does not directly address the causal guestion, the 
results strongly support the hypothesis that the connection 
between linguistic awareness and reading level found in 
primary-grade children is not limited to this age range. 
Rather, facility in linguistic awareness appears to be 
directly related to reading ability, regardless of the age 
of the subjects. 
The sharp rise in performance on linguistic awareness 
tasks among first graders (liberman et al, 1974) raised the 
guestion of whether this was a developmental increase or the 
result of initiation of reading instruction. The studies by 
Morais et al (1979) and Alegria et al (1982) addressed this 
~u~stion directly. They found that reading instruction, 
specifically a phonics-based approach, facilitates the 
development of linguistic awareness. Morais and his 
colleagues caution against an oversimplified interpre t at i on 
of their data, however, and note that the cognitive capacity 
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for becoming aware, not awareness as such, is a precondition 
for learning to read. The authors indicated a probable 
interaction between development and instruction. 
The results of both experiments in the present study 
indicate that despite the fact that most of the adults, and 
all of the children, had received at least some 
phonics-oriented reading instruction, many have not acguired 
linguistic awareness skills. These are the same students 
who- are experiencing marked difficulty in learning to read. 
Thus, while phonics-oriented reading instruction certainly 
facilitates explicit knowledge of the structure of the 
language, the results of the present experiments suggest 
that instruction is not a sufficient basis for acquisition 
of linguistic awareness. 
A similar conclusion can be drawn about the argument 
that linguistic awareness arises developmentally, and that 
poor readers• difficulties with linguistic awareness are the 
re~ult of a developmental lag. Develofmental Frocesses 
appear to have been found to contribute to the ability to 
acquire linguistic awareness. This was suggested in the 
early work by several researchers (e.g. Calfee et al, 1973; 
Liberman, et al, 1974; Rosner, 1975), and is illustrated in 
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the study by . Bradley and Bryant { i 978) • These authors 
tested a large sample of younger nor mal read .ers (ages 5 - 8) 
matched for reading level with older poor readers (ages 8 
13), and found the normal readers to be superior on a 
measure of linguistic awareness. To further examine the 
differe nces between the two groups, they divided each group 
into subjects making one or _no errors and those making more 
t han one error. Normal readers showed a clear developmenta l 
trend: those making fewer errors were significantly older _. 
This was not the case for poor readers. Thus, while in 
previous research developmental processes d appear to 
contribute to the ability to acq ui re lin istic awareness, 
in the present study it w ul hardly seem a p propriate to 
attribute the results to a developmental delay, since the 
relation between lingu i sti c awareness and reading skill 
occurred in a group of adul t s with a mean age of 35 , a s well 
as in childre n . Morais et a l (1979) also found a lack of 
skil i n l in g 1ist i c awareness in adults. Rather, these 
f indings justi i y con c e pt ualizing the pcor linguistic 
awareness ki lls of ~lde r, se verely reading-disabled 
c hildren and a du l t s as a deficit, or as arising from a 
broader deficit in lingui s tic skills. 
In summary, it is apparent t r · t e velopment is a factor 
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in the acguisitio of linguistic awareness in no rmal 
children, and it un oubtedly is a factor for poor readers as 
well. However, the resu l ts of the present s±udy, as well as 
previous r e search (e.g. Bradley & Bryant, 1978), don't 
support develop mental delay -as an exclusive expl a na t ion for 
the deficient lingui s ~i c awareness skills o f poor readers. 
The bulk of the research on the relation of l ingu ~stic 
awareness to reading ability is correla t ional in nature. 
· However, the results of several training studies, showing an 
increase in readi n g skill following instruction in 
linguistic a wa rene ss, 
conclusion about the 
~na.ble us 
causal na t ure 
to draw 
of the 
a stro n ge r 
re l ationship 
(Bradl y & Bryant, 1983 ; .. lk c i n , 1973; 
1983; Wallac h & Wall ach, 1976; Will ia ms , 
Tre i man & Baron, 
1 80. We can 
conclude that knowledge of the structu r~ of . an _ua ge aids in 
comprehension of the alphabetic princi ple, whi ch fo r ms the 
basis o f the ,n glish ort ograp ny. 
several theore t ical questions remain unanswe r ed. 
First, what ar e the relationships among the various tasks 
use d t o assess linguistic aware ness? The measures in the 
? r s ent st u y d id not a l l obtain equivalent results, and 
t h i s has occ u red i n other experiments as well (e.g. 
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Backman, 1983; Go l dstein, It is unclear whether 
int er - and in t r a- st d y differe r ; e ~, in results are due to 
fun dam ental di f fer e nces i t he skills measured by the 
var io us ta s ks, to error due to small N's, or to other 
fac t ors . ne s t udy has examined task comparability of a 
va r iet y of l in gu istic awareness mea sure s in 
h i ldren (Stan o vich, Cunningham, & Cr a mer, 
kindergarten 
1984) • The 
ph o nemic aware ne s s tasks were highly intercorrelated. Rhyme 
r e cognition a nd rhyme production were not closely related to 
th e ot her tasks . The other measures included recognition of 
a lliter tion, segmenting initial pho?emes, and substituting 
phonemes, and these were good predictors of reading skill. 
It would be interesting to discover the relationships 
between the simple tasks used ty Stanovich and his 
colleagues and more complex tasks, suc h a s t he AAT and LAC, 
which involve deletion, blending, a nd oth e r manipulations o f 
phonemes. Similarly, it would be interest i ng to discover 
the relationship between the simpler tasks and meas ure s 
which approach lin g uistic awarene s s i n a differe n t manner, 
such as judging word leng t h. In her review of st u dies 
investigating phonemic awareness, Golinkoff (1978) raises 
the possibility th at r h onemic analysis, or segmentation , is 
a separate process from s y nthesis {blending). Neither the 
present study or that of Stanovich and his col l eagues 
addressed this guestion directly, and it remains to be 
investigated. 
It is interesting to speculate about the relationships 
among the various linguistic skills which are deficient in 
poor readers. The 
displayed by poor 
their difficulties 
plausible that a 
deficit in verbal short-term memory 
readers may be an underlying cause of 
with linguistic awareness. It is 
problem in short-term memory could limit 
one's ability to reflect on spoken language, and thus, one's 
ability to develop an awareness of its phonemic structure. 
A modErate correlation between phonological awareness and 
verbal short-term memory in kindergarten students has been 
£ound by Mann and Liberman (1982), lending tentative suppo r t 
to this proposition. Alternatively, poor readers may ~uffer 
ram deficits in a cluster of distinct language skills. 
Additional research will be needed to in vestigate the 
relationships among these linguistic skills. 
Practical Implications 
The findings of the pr esent study have practical, as 
well as theoretical, implications. Because problems in 
linguistic awareness appear to affect reading-disabled 
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adults as well as young children, we can conclude that 
awareness of the phonemic structure of words is important to 
the process of learning to decode for all ages. Therefore, 
inclusion of training in linguisti c awareness in reading 
curricula (both for beginning readers and for older reading 
disable~ students) is probably warranted. Elkonin (1973) 
has recommended a reading program that incorporates training 
in linguistic a wareness. He suggests that children be 
taug..ht II sound analysis" before letter names or sounds. His 
method involves simple materials: pictures of common 
objects with a series of connected squares (one for ea ~h 
phoneme in the object's name) beneath, and mark e rs to p la c e 
in the sguares. Children are taught to pronounce wars in a 
slow, continuous drawl, emphasizing first one p hone1te, then 
the next, and to place markers in the designated squares as 
each sound is recognized. Elkonin believes it is important 
that training in sound analysis take place prior to teaching 
the alphabet because the former will give the child a less 
distorted concept of t h e mea Li n g of the letters. He argues 
that when children a r e taught letter-sound correspondenc es 
before they are aware of phon e mes within words, they come to 
view the letters as con c rete objects, t o th ink of their 
assigned sounds as their names, and to try to construct 
words from this series of names. If they are aware of 
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phonemes f i rst, they will be in a betteL position tc grasp 
the relationship between spoken and wri tten language. 
A . group 
process e s i n 
pre-readi 
of rese .archers intere s ted in linguistic 
reading ha s outlined methods for teaching 
nd beginn i ng reading s k ills (Liber ~n , 
Shankweil e , Ca mp, 
with rh y min g games 
Blachm a , , & Werfelma~, 
and ther enjoyable 
1980). Beginn i ng 
activities for 
pre-readers, the 
wide variety of 
syllable, and 
procedure. 
a uthors have compiled technigues , from a 
sources, suitable f or teaching word, 
phoneme segmentation, incl uding Elkonin's 
The authors emphasize several principles of 
instruction: first, that essential skills be : au ght 
explicitly, rather than through a method which · Fur o ts . to 
enable the· students to discover them for the selves. 
Se cond, that the stud e nts master the skill in guestion 
before another is taught; indeed, that t e : master it nd 
then practice it sufficiently to make it a utomatic. !hey 
also point out the importance of integrating reading, 
phonics, spelling, and handw ri t i ng, r a ther than t e aching 
them as separate, unrelated skills (Liberman et al, 1980). 
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The recommendations of these researchers (E lkonin , 
197 3; Liberm_a:a et al, 
awaren es s be included 
1980) that instruction in linguistic 
as part of the regular reading 
curri c ulum are seconded here or two reasons. First, prior 
studi - s have sh o wn t hat su ·nstru c ±icn facilitates reading 
acgu · siti o n {Br adley & Br y- n t , 1983; Elkonin, 197 3 ; 
Rosner , 1971; Tr i e man & Baron, 19.8.l ; Wallach & Walla c h, 
1 S76) • Se c ond, the r esults of the present study demonstrate 
that linguistic a war eness skills are deficient in elder poor 
· readers and illiterate adults, highlighting the continuing 
importan c e of these skills for reading, despite age. 
In addi t ion t o those who have called for inclusion of 
training in linguistic awareness in curricula designed to 
teach all beginning readers, others ha e suggested that s uch 
traini n g is particularly importan t or children who are 
failing to learn to read with ventional instruction. 
Wallach and Wallach ' ( 1976) emphasized phonemic awareness in 
a program designed for beginning rea d ers f rom di s a dvan aged 
back grounds. Older hildren (ages 7 - 12 ) labeled " l ea r ning 
disabled" by their s c hool system were the target of a 
program developed by Williams (198~. This program includes 
training in segmenting and blending phonemes prior to 
intr o ducing lett e r-sound correspondences. The prcgram is 
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specifically designed to supplement regular reading programs 
without requiring extensive teacher 
lesson preparation, or additional 
evaluation study, learning disabled 
retraining, adv a c e 
personnel. In n 
children to whom the 
program was administered were superior to control subjects 
(who received conventional instruction) in decoding navel 
words as well as those introduced in the program. 
In sum, researchers have recommended instruction in 
linguistic awareness for normal beginning reade r s ~nd for 
poor readers. ~he available evidence that alder poor 
.readers will benefit from such instruction must be viewed as 
preliminary, and additional res e arch is necessary. However, 
the results of training studies such as those of Bradley and 
Bryant (1983) and iilliams (1980) strongly suggest that . 
instruction in phonemic analysis and synthesis will improve 
reading skill. It would be promising if future research 
demonstrated that training in linguistic awarene s s 
facilitates reading acguisition for secondary students a - d 
illiterate adults as well. 
summary 
In conclusion, the finding that linguistic awareness 
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appears to be related to reading proficiency in adults as 
well as children has broad implications. The nature of the 
relationship between awareness of the phonemic structure of 
spoken words and reading acquisition is comFlex, and cannot 
be explained simply as a "developmental delay," or a 
"conseguence of phonics-oriented reading instruction." Both 
developmental and instructional factors appear to influence 
the emergence of linguistic awareness in normal subjects, 
but neither factor can account for the profound deficits in 
linguistic awareness skills in reading-disabled adults who 
have received some phonics instruction. These subjects 
appear to have a deficit with linguistic awareness that 
cannot be accounted for in terms of a developmental lag. 
A better understanding of the nature of the various 
linguistic deficits in poor 
interrelationships, will assist 
remedial techniques. Methods 
readers, and their 
in developing appropriate 
for teaching linguistic 
awareness have been shown tote effective. More work in 
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APPENDICES 
Ap pendix A 
Adult Questionnaire 
(Note: items in parentheses will not be asked as printed; 
rather, the examiner will discuss these guestions with the subject 
in a ways/he can understand.) 
No. 
Age 
Occupation ______________ _ 
How far did you go in school? GED? 
How far did your mother go in school? 







(Recipes, instructio ns ) 
[At work?) 
Your father? 
Did you ever get any extra help for reading in school? 
Were you ever retained (left back)? 




( whole word) 
How much trouble does reading give you in your everyday life? 
Do you have trouble reading road signs while driving? 
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Appendix B 
L i nda mood Au - · b: :ry Conceptualization Test 
It em2 
First a II precheck" is given, so that the examiner is sure the 
subject understands the concepts of sameness/difference, the 
numbers one through four, left-to-right order, and first/last. 
Next, the items in Category I-A are given, with the examiner 
teaching the procedures as follows: 
"I vant you to use these blocks to shov me how many sounds I 
make, and whether they are the same or different. 
what I mean. If I say /z / /z/, I made two sounds 
Let me show you 
that are the 
same. So you would show t w blocks that are the same color. Start 
here a . d g o t his way. 11 
(Indicate by placing two blocks of the same color on the work 
space in front of the subject. If he or she attempts to place the 
blocks, say, "Let me show you first, then it will be your turn." 
Return the blocks to the central pile.) 
11If I say /V/ /m/, I made two sounds that are !!.Q.!:. the same. 
They are different. So you would sho w two blocks that are 
different." 
1 15 
{Indicate the corr e ct pat t ern. For one of the blocks, use th e 
same color that repres n ted / z/ in the previous pattern. Doing 
t h is will est ablish hat a spe c i fic color does not have to be 
remembered as representi ng a s pec i fic sound.) 
11I f I say / P/ /p/ /ch/, I made two sounds that are the same--
and then a different o ne. Put the b locks in a row just the way you 
hear the sounds. Notice that although /ch/ can be spelled with two 
le t ters, I use only one block because it is only one soun d ." 
(Demonstrate . Then continue from this point to administer 
Category I-A.) 
Category I-A: 
1. "Show me /v/ /v/. 11 
(This format: "Show .me .x x II is used throughout.) 
2. /b/ /b/ /b/ 
3. /ch/ /sh/ 
4. /k/ /p/ /f/ 
5. /e/ /i/ 
115 
6. /s/ /s/ /s/ 
1. /u/ /a/ /o/ 
8. /v/ /z/ lib.I (voiced) 
9. /d/ /d/ 
10. /t/ /k/ 
Category I-B 
1. /Z/ /Z/ /p/ 
2. / m/ /ch/ /ch/ 
3. /1/ /n/ /1/ 
4. /sh/ /s/ /s/ 
5. Jg/ /d/ /g/ 
6. /d/ /d/ /j/ 
117 
Category II 
(Only Basic Patterns are shown; Alternate Patterns, frovided 
for a second chance in case of error, are not shown here. see 
Lindamood Lindamood, ~97", foi: full test.) 
1. 11s how ire: /a/" 
2. "This says /a/, show me /ap/ 11 
3. "This says /ap/, show me /pa/ 11 





8. /vo _ps/ 
9. /vups/ 
10. /ups/ 
, 2. /susp/ 
Appendix · C 
Non-speech Task 
(Give LAC with precheck first.) 
Instructions 
119 
"I want you to use these blocks to show me how many sounds you 
hear, and whether they are the same or different. Let me show you 
what I mean. If you hear this: 
[low, low J 
you heard tvo sounds the same. So you would show two 
that are the same color. Start here and go this vay." 
right.) 
(Demonstrate) 




you heard two sounds that are not the same. So you would show 
two blocks that are different." 
(Demonstrate, using a different color for [low] than was used 
above.) 
"Now you try it." 
[ high, low] 
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(Offer correction if necessary. Any two colors may be used.) 
"If you hear this: 
[high, high, low] 
you heard tvo sounds that are the same--
(Demonstrate with two blocks of the same color) 
and then a different one. 11 
{Demonstrate.) 
"Now it •s your turn. Listen carefully. 
fa ttern of sounds only once. 11 
category I 
1. L, L 
2. H, H, H 
3. L, H 
4. H, L, H 
5. L, L, H 
6. H, L, L, H 
7. H, H, L, L 
8. L, H, H, H 
9. L, H, L, H 
~o. L, H, L, H 
You'll hear each 
Category II 
Part ., 
1. "Show me ( L ]" 
2. "This says ( L], show me ( L , H ] II 
3. "This says (L, H ], show me ( H, L ]" 
{This format is used for all remaining items.) 
4. H L H 
s. L H 
6. H H 
7 . L H H 
8. L H H L 
9. L L H L 
10. H H L 
n. H L H 
12. L H L H 
Part 2 
1. H 
2. H L 
3 . L 
4. L _; L 
s. H 1 
6. L L 
7. H L L 
8. H 1 L H 
9. H H L H 
10. H L H 
11 • H H L 
12. L H H L 
Appendix D 
Auditory Analysis Test 
~. birth (day) 21 • (t) rail 
2. bel [t) 22. de (s) k 
3. (m} an 23. (sh} rug 
4. ro(de) 24. cr(e)ate 
5. (car) pet 25. re (pro) duce 
6. (w) ill 26. s (m} ack 
7. (1) end 27. s (k) in 
8. (s) our 28. s ( w) ing 
9 . (g) ate 29. (st) rain 
, o. to [ne) 30. (g) low 
, , . ti (me) 3.,. · st(r}eam 
12. plea (se) 32. c (1) utter 
13. stea (k) 33. off (er) ing 
,4. (sc)old 34. Es (ki) mo 
, 5. (c) lip 35. auto(mo) bile 
1 6. (s) mile 36. car (pen) ter 
17 . {p) r ay 37. Ger (ma) ny 
1 8. (b) lock 38. lo (ca)tion 
i9. (b}reak 39. cont (in) en t 
20. s(m)ell 40. phi ( lo) soph y 
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Appendix E 
Word Length Judgement Test 
Instructions 
I am going to say a word, and I want you to tell me if . it is 
short, like "bike," or long, like 111::icycle. 11 "Bike" doesn't take 
very long to say, because it is a short word. "Bicycle" takes a 
little longer, because it is a long word. Now, tell me if this 
word is a short word or a long one: 11ari th me tic 11 
(If correct:) Yes, that's a long one. 
(If incorrect:) No, that's a long one. 
Listen to the next word, and tell me if it is short, like 
"bike," or long, like "bicycle." The word is: "hat." 






5. mountain top 





, 1 • vacation 
12. soap 
1 3. shorts 
14. motorcycle 





















, 5. ilsa tat 







Multivariate A na l 1 s is of _ ari~nc~ 
This MANOV.l includ es t he demographic variables AGE, PPV'I, RAVEN, 
ID (Woodcoc x ~o r d Identi f ication ) , and ATTACK (Woodcock Word Attack), 
as well as the dependent variables LREAL (Length - Real Words), LNON 
(Length - Nonse se Words), AAT, LACW (LAC), and NCNSPCOl1 (Non-Speech 
Task) • 




TSQ= 345 .6 88 23.46 10, 19 0.0000 
PPVT 
SS= 192.533 
MS= 192.533 2.30 1 , 28 0~ 1 402 
RAVEN 
SS= 1 32. 300 
MS= 132.300 0.21 1 , 28 0.6496 
LREAL 
SS= 17 .6333 
MS= 1 7. 6333 1 4.93 1 28 0.0006 
LNON 
SS= 1 3. 33 33 
MS= 13.3333 8.36 1 , 28 0.0073 
AAT 
SS= 1920.00 
MS= 1920.00 60. 3 2 'I 28 0.0000 I 
LACW 
SS= 4966.53 




MS= 26.1333 2.35 1, 28 0." 3 65 
AGE 
SS= 116.033 
MS= 116.033 1. 86 1, 28 0.183 8 
ID 
SS= 8 534. 53 
MS= 8534. 53 80.42 1 , 28 0.0000 
ATTACK 
SS= 7873 .2 0 
MS= 7873.20 170.36 1 , 28 0. 00 00 
Chi-Squared Analysis: Experiment 1 
Good vs. Poor Readers by Gender 


















ALL CASES HAD COMPLETE DATA FCR THIS TABLE. 
MINIMUM ESTIMATED EXPECTED VALUE IS 4 .00 
STATISTIC 
PEARSON CHISQUARE 








Chi-Squared Analysis: E!._Eeriment 1 
Good vs. Poor Readers by Town 
***** OBSERVED FREQUENCY TABLE 1 
GRP 












ALL CASES HAD COMPLETE DATA FOR THIS TABlE. 
MINIMUM ESTIMATED EXPECTED VALUE IS 7.00 
STATISTIC 
PEARSON CH.ISQUARE 









Multivariate Analysis of Variance 
This table gives 
Experiment 1 with the 
low IQ groups. 
the summary statistics for the MANOVA in 
subjects grouped by RAVEN scores into high and 
---=================================================-===-=-==-===--=-== 
EFFECT VARIATE 
OVALL: GRAND MEAN 
-ALL----
STATISTIC F DF 
TSQ= * 108320. 3143.20 16, 13 0.0 
* ABOVE STATISTIC POSSIBLY ACCURATE TO ONLY 3 DIGITS. 
NUMERICALLY CONSERVATIVE F: 3141.16 16, 13 0 . 0 
p 
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Mul tivariate Analysis of Variance 
This table gives the summary statistics for the MANOVA in 
Experiment 1 with the subjects grouped by PPVT-R score into high and 
low IQ groups. 
E1'FECT VAR IA TE 
OVALL: GRAND MEAN 
-ALL----
STATISTIC F DF 
TSQ= * 93888.1 2724.43 16, 13 0.0 
* ABOVE STATISTIC POSSIBLY ACCURATE TO ONLY 3 DIGI'IS. 
NUMERICALLY CONSERVATIVE f : 2723.14 16, 13 0 .0 
p 
Experiment 2: Summary Ta bl es 
Multi va r iate_A n alys is of Variance 
1 32 
This l'IANOVA includes the demographic variables AGE, PPVT, RAVEN; 
ID (Woodcock Word Identification), and ATTACK (Woodcock Word Attack), 
as well as the dependent variables LRE!l fLength - Real iords), LNON 
(length - Nonsense Words), AAT, LACW (LAC), and NONSPCOM (Non-speech 
Task) • 
=- -======================================================--===--======= 




TSQ= 276.325 17. 27 10, 15 0.0000 
AGE 
SS= 41 . 8846 
MS= 4".8846 0.24 1 , 24 0.6316 
PPVT 
SS= 2700.96 
MS= 2700.96 23.68 1, 24 0.0001 
RAVEN 
SS= 133.885 
MS= "33 . - 15 0.30 1 24 0.5918 , 
LR EAL 
SS= 7.53846 
MS= 7.5384 6 5.57 1 , 24 0.0267 
LNON 
SS= 2.46154 
MS= 2.46~54 3.34 1 , 24 0.080 1 
AAT 
SS= 2 1 24. 0 4 
MS= 2124. 04 29.55 1 , 24 0.0000 
LACW 
SS= 5 152. 1 5 
MS= 5152. 15 18.86 1 , 24 0 . 000 
NONSPCOM 
S S= 120.615 
MS= 120.6 15 6.86 ,, 24 0.0 1 50 
ID 
SS= 33768.0 
MS= 33768.0 57.54 1, 24 0.0000 
ATTACK 
SS= 984 7. 54 
MS= 9847.54 225.71 1, 24 0.0000 
Chi-Squared Analysis: Experiment 1 
Good vs. Poor Resders by Gender 
















ALL CASES HAD COMPLETE DA1A FOR THIS TABLE. 
MINIMUM ESTIMATED EXPECTED VALUE IS 6. 50 
STATISTIC 
PEARSON CHISQUABE 




D. F. PROB. 
1 0.2393 
1 0.4328 
~~btivariate Analysis of Variance 
This tal:le gives the summary statistics for the MANOV A in 






ST AT IS TIC 
TSQ= 67.84 66 
F DF p 
1.88 15, 10 o. 1570 
